Flexibility is our cornerstone and has been since 1911 in serving markets across America and throughout the world. We built our reputation on satisfying a wide diversity of service requirements, providing fabricated steel for a broad variety of structural applications—from small commercial buildings to modern high rises, heavy industrial installations, bridges and nuclear power plants.

Our staff of engineers, draftsmen, estimators and technicians provide a full range of technical and advisory service. Now, with our new branch office in Raleigh, N.C., we're committed to working even closer with you to assist with your specific structural design needs, providing professional attention every step of the way.

Regardless of your project size—large or small—you can rely on the standard of excellence, reliability and dedication to service that we remain known and trusted for. Write or call today for a copy of our company brochure.

For flexibility of application, think structural steel.
For flexibility of service, think Southern.

SOUTHERN ENGINEERING COMPANY
STEEL FABRICATORS
"Little Pittsburgh"
File twice as many drawings in half the usual floor space. And find them in less than half the usual time.

Introducing the new Alpia cabinet filing system. Vertical concept cabinets that hold many times more drawings than conventional, massive flat drawer cabinets, plus offer faster, easier location of each drawing.

There are 8 cabinet models available, each only 18 inches deep, yet capable of holding from 1200 to 2400 drawings. And with the color coded, simple indexing system in the top door, you can locate any drawing within an average of 25 seconds. So in a relatively small space, perhaps against a wall in your office or an area where you’d never fit a flat file, you enjoy higher capacity and highly convenient filing.

The key to the vertical cabinet is strong Mylar Suspension Strips that attach to finished drawings so they can easily be mounted on the cabinet’s chrome-plated steel pins. Since these Mylar strips will pass through blue line machines, they are permanently attached to drawings for refiling. Of course, if your finished drawing is already on Mylar, you can simply punch the top with an Alpia perforator and file. Even smaller documents can be filed in Alpia Pockets.

Designed to fit flush against a wall, the cabinet itself is steel reinforced and features safe, two phase opening with a balanced top door and supported front panel door. Telescoping front supports prevent the cabinet from tipping when the door is opened, which means the cabinets don’t have to be bolted to your wall.

Special quality construction includes double turned steel edges to eliminate cuts and snags. Texture-stamped steel surface avoids fingerprints.

Now you can save filing space, store more drawings and reduce time locating drawings with Alpia cabinets. You can also upgrade your drafting facilities with the unique Alpia line of fully adjustable Drafting Tables.

Stable and highly accurate with an assortment of drafting machines, each Alpia drafting table features a foot pedal which lets you adjust height. And a hand lever allows you to adjust the tilt angle.

More than furniture, these drafting tables are tools... tools that bring the work to you for comfortable, faster productivity.

For a free brochure on our new space saving Filing Cabinets or fully adjustable Drafting Tables, contact Alpia, 13507 East Boundary Road, Suite A, Midlothian, VA 23113, 1-804-744-5188.
TELEPHONE
804-644-4601

John G. Kolbe
1605 BROOK ROAD
RICHMOND, VA. 23220

EQUIPMENT FOR THE PREPARATION AND SERVING OF FOOD AND BEVERAGES
COMPLETE KITCHEN DESIGN SERVICE
COMPLETE DINING ROOM DESIGN AND FURNISHINGS
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CAMPS—NURSING HOMES—CHURCHES—DRIVE-INS—SNACK BARS

Branch Offices
17 Mediterranean Ave. 6434 Peters Creek Road
Virginia Beach, Virginia Roanoke, Virginia

COOLEY... THE COMPANY THAT TAKES THE LEAKS OUT
OF ROOFING... AND TOPS IT OFF WITH A 10-YEAR
GUARANTEE!
Davenport is a licensed applicator for all Cool Top 40 roof applications.
And all jobs are inspected and guaranteed by Cooley Roofing Systems.

DAVENPORT
INSULATION, INC.
SERVING MARYLAND, WASHINGTON & VIRGINIA

MAIN OFFICE:
P.O. Box 706, 8420 Terminal Road, Springfield, Virginia 22150
703/550-9600
Maryland Home Improvement Commission License #827
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JOHNS-MANVILLE PRODUCTS
☐ Sound control products
☐ Rigid foam insulation
☐ Re-insulation a specialty
☐ Fireproofing spray
☐ Fiber glass—batts and blown
☐ Cellulose—spray and loose fill
☐ Rockwool—batts and blown

Davenport Insulation, Inc. Supports the ABC, Inc. with
Quality Products and Service

JAMES RIVER EQUIPMENT & SUPPLY CO.
FOR THE LATEST IN LASER TOOLS

Tidewater
(804) 887-0000

Richmond
(804) 788-0000

Roanoke
(703) 389-9700

Contact us for a demonstration
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There is this man I know who lives in Maryland but who works in Virginia as a real estate broker/promoter. He will push just about anything in Virginia that turns a dollar for him. He has no feeling whatsoever that he is in any way responsible for the quality of life and the visible environment in Virginia, but things that he promotes south of the Potomac River would instantly provoke his opposition were they to be planned close to his own home.

I know another man who lives in Washington D.C. and works in Virginia as a real estate developer. This fellow has an entirely different point of view. He believes that good design is good business, that it makes his projects more salable, and moreover, he enjoys the process of making what he works on attractive. He has pride in the quality of his product. He is responsive to the needs of others besides himself, but he perceives that attitude to be in his own self-interest.

Both these men make money, but one has a governor of civilization on his business practices, while the other is a sort of modern-day Robber-baron, who loots and defiles by day, returning to his castle at night. I can't say that my Robber-baron roasts and eats little children, but he and those who act like him are responsible for much of the commercial blight in Virginia. They are also very much the cause of the vast increase in governmental regulation that all Virginians now have to contend with.

Which leads me to talk about government regulation of the environment.

Presently, most regulations are designed to prevent a host of specific actions which have been identified as violating standards of Public Safety and Health, or which would produce unwarranted expense to the public. Under these prime rubrics are all sorts of secondary regulations which protect the status quo, political territorial rights, established bureaucratic procedures, or economic and social stability. Very little regulation is written in the form of Management goals, by which words I mean to describe something other than the usual "Thou Shalt Nots."

What I would promote are more ordinances and laws which set up quid pro quo arrangements. They would be written to encourage particularly good environmental practices.

• What might you offer Vepco to encourage that company to bury its existing overhead wires in urban areas?
• What might you offer the gas companies to redesign their gas meter equipment and installation?
• What might you offer both utilities for them to change their location regulations so that meters and transformers might be hidden?
• What might you offer a developer to encourage such things as mixed-use occupancies, extensive landscaping, dedication of land or internal space to public use, or even construction of a needed facility which, after its 20-year investment life, would revert to a non-profit entity?

Some of these arrangements exist in some jurisdictions today. Their use should be more widespread, and the results should be more publicized.

The agencies for encouragement of environmental "good works" need not be restricted to government. For instance, the owners of the
Cummins Engine Co. headquartered in Columbus, Indiana have made that 30,000 person community a showcase for good architecture. Through a company Foundation, they offered to pay the design costs of public buildings in Columbus if the town fathers would employ architects chosen for their design reputation; pick one from a list of six supplied by Cummins. The results have been splendid, so much so that many non-public building committees in the town have chosen to emphasize good design for their own projects. The spirit can be catching!

Even my Maryland Robber-baron might see the light were there enough in it for him!

Eason Cross, Jr., FAIA

Revitalization of the Fanuel Hall Markets, Boston, Mass. A recent spectacular success sponsored by the City of Boston, whose intercession made the packaging of the area possible.

CENTRIFUGALLY CAST PRESTRESSED CONCRETE POLES

Low Cost
Long Life
Attractive
Maintenance-Free

Direct burial... no costly foundations. Set pole on single trip to site.

Poles' mass protects luminaire by minimizing vibration from wind or vandals.

Standard poles for street and area lighting.

Custom poles for special lighting, distribution, and transmission.

Lengths to 130 feet.

WRITE FOR DETAILS

BAYSHORE CONCRETE PRODUCTS CORPORATION
CAPE CHARLES, VA.
PHONE (804) 331-2300
Did you ever have that nagging feeling that it is possible to experience life more fully? Well, architect Donald N. Chandler did, and last year he decided to respond to that feeling by creating a school. It's called SPECTRA—A Space to Experience Creation Through Architecture.

SPECTRA is located on a 63 acre farm in the foothills of the Blue Ridge Mountains, approximately fifteen minutes from Skyline Drive. The house is beautiful, spacious and capable of housing 15 to 20 students comfortably. To the rear of the house are an apple orchard, several outbuildings and large barns and beyond, a breathtaking view of the mountains. Dogs, cats, chickens and horses inhabit the farm, and driving up the driveway, you may get the feeling of stepping into another world—a world of peace and opportunity.

"In addition to the physical space, what really excites me is the space within ourselves," says Chandler. "SPECTRA is a place where people investigate both, as well as bridge a communication gap that I feel exists between student, architect, engineer, builder, supplier and others involved with building." In other words, the students tie the theoretical to the practical—a total learning experience. A "Hands-on" approach is used for this investigation and a project is completed from conception through design and execution. In this way, individuals have the opportunity to become more aware of themselves and their environment, as well as the total building process.

From the moment of arrival for a SPECTRA course, responsibility, commitment, intention and participation become the focus for "building a project." The choice of the project is up to the students; the design is up to the students; the execution is up to the students. For the layman, it can be learning to draw and use a hammer and saw. For the more experienced, it's getting into the finer details of building. To the potential architectural student or practicing architect, it's an opportunity to work and question basic assumptions about the entire building profession and himself. Regardless of your occupation or ambition, SPECTRA is also fun—as one student said, "SPECTRA's not a place, it's a state of mind."

SPECTRA's staff reflects its diversity. Carolyn Ebel, Ed. D, Assistant Director, is an educator by profession and a faculty member in Linguistics at Georgetown University; Vic Pickett is a sculptor, professor and chairman of the Art Department of Old Dominion University in Norfolk. As for SPECTRA's founder, Chandler, he once worked as a carpenter with his father in North Carolina. He graduated from N.C. State College School of Design in 1960. For the past 18 years, Chandler has had his own architectural practice in McLean.

In addition to its staff, SPECTRA has a Board of Advisors from which to draw advice (see boxed copy). The board was selected to cover a broad range of resources and activities. Each Advisor is an innovator in his field—architecture, landscape architecture, education, communications, business and art.

The past year has been busy and rewarding. Students have built a sauna, an observation tower, an outdoor ceremonial space, a deck, a natural playground, a gazebo and have landscaped a courtyard. Beginning this year, classes were held every second and fourth weekend of each month. A summer course is now being planned in which the school will construct a significant building—from need to site selection and acquisition, conception, financing, design, material purchasing, contract selection through construction and use. For the future, SPECTRA will reach out into more of the community to become an extension of and tool for building and education.

Not only is SPECTRA a Space to Experience Creation Through Architecture, it is also a space to experience Communication Through Action. "It is my sincere belief that through communication we can all make a difference," says Don Chandler. For more information about the SPECTRA School of Design, in Flint Hill, Virginia, call 703-675-3288.
DIRECTOR
DONALD R. CHANDLER, AIA
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A GROWING PART OF THE VIRGINIA LANDSCAPE SINCE 1876.
From 600 acres of trees and shrubs to sod, seed, and thousands of plants, let Virginia’s leading exterior decorators get you off to a beautiful start.

WATKINS NURSERIES, INC.
15001 Midlothian Turnpike
Midlothian, Virginia 23113 (804) 774-5016/648-3306

PRO GYM SCORES AGAIN!

Pro Gym covers the floor of the Collegiate Schools in Richmond, Va.

Pro Gym covers the floor of the Collegiate Schools in Richmond, Va.

Warthan Recreational Equipment Company, Inc.
“Athletic and Fitness Equipment Specialist”
426 S. 15th Avenue P. O. Box 1378
Hopewell, Virginia 23860
Phone 458-6321 — 458-6628
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PINE HALL PAVING BRICK

The Beautiful Alternative

Pine Hall Paving Brick provides every exterior with an elegance not possible with mundane concrete and asphalt. And when it's installed without mortar, it's more affordable than you would imagine.

From streets and walkways to beautiful interior paving of greenhouses and entrances, the possibilities are unlimited.

Make your designs outstanding. All you need is imagination and Pine Hall Paving Brick.

PINE HALL BRICK & PIPE COMPANY, INC.
P.O. Box 11044, Winston-Salem, NC 27106  919/724-7455
'Let's Hear it for Commerce'

Commerce, the glue that holds society together, has never been given the prominence it deserves for its relatively low standing as a root cause of wars throughout the ages. Oh, to be sure, it has been the partial cause of some wars because this country had too little of that, and another too much, but these have generally been of limited duration, minor in scope, and in the scheme of history, only little “blips.”

Consider religious fanaticism and the “holy” wars waged by the medieval crusaders, the Turks and Ottomans, Hindus and Moslems, Catholics and Protestants, Jews and Moslems, Tamils and Sinhalese in Sri Lanka... the list is endless, and the periods of turmoil lengthy.

Or consider Nationalism and its ugly temperament. Napoleon wanting to be Emperor of all—Julius Caesar wanting the same thing at an earlier date—Bismarck and his attempt to Prussianize Europe—and of course, the most recent horrible example of this carried to a monstrous extreme by Hitler.

Or political ideologies—Communism versus Capitalism, Socialism versus Individualism—North Korea and South Korea—East and West Germany—East and West for that matter! And individual Messianic complexes expressed by royalty who felt they were chosen by God to rule their country, their neighbors' countries—and by God—the World!

Political ideologies—Nationalism—Messianic complexes—Religious fanaticism... commerce can't hold a candle to them in the field of turmoil creation. So let's hear it for commerce and its structures—may their numbers increase and take people's minds off war and strife as they strive to compete with one another in the field of merchandising and trading—with words, pictures, buildings, products—not guns, bullets and bombs!
Every project begins with Careful Design — and finishes with Construction Expertise!

When you have a project and need a general contractor that can take your design and make it a working reality, look no further than Centex Construction Company, Inc., a firm with experience encompassing the complete spectrum of building construction. Centex has the experience and skill that will make your plans a reality.

2947 Gallows Road
P.O. Box 427
Merrifield, Va. 22116
American Architecture and Its Public
AIA Theme for 1984

"American Architecture and Its Public" is the theme AIA National President George M. Notter, Jr., FAIA, has chosen for 1984. Through an increased dialogue between the public and architects, Notter hopes to heighten public awareness in architecture, community planning and in the reuse of existing structures.

Getting the public engaged in architecture will be the main thrust of AIA activities this year. "If we can get the public to want better architecture, then the public will demand a greater use of the skills architects are trained to provide," Notter says.

To increase the public appreciation for good design, the national AIA has developed several programs. Foremost, is the proposed public membership category to be established through the AIA Foundation. This nonprofit educational and research branch of AIA would promote the interaction of communities and architects.

The Virginia Society AIA has chosen to support the 1984 theme through special activities undertaken by its operating committees. Planning is now underway by the Public Relations Committee to utilize the Society’s Design Awards program as a source for the production of a public television show on how “quality” projects are developed.

Re-creating the design of a project from its first embryonic stage, through preliminary sketches and on the completion of construction and occupancy, the program will attempt to unravel the “mystery” behind the development of an architectural project. The viewing public, it is hoped, will become more aware and appreciative of the role the architect plays in society.

The dialogue between the profession and the public has already been carried to our state’s elected leaders. The Society, through its Government Affairs Committee, produced a position paper distributed to each member of the Virginia General Assembly at the beginning of this year.

The paper addressed issues on licensing, state and local procurement, building codes, historic preservation and energy.

Public awareness projects will be conducted in such areas as promoting the adoption of a State Energy Policy and in coordinating plans to update and reprint the popular guidebook, Architecture in Virginia. In addition, the Society will ally itself with other organizations in an effort to broaden its base and communication with the public.

These and other activities planned throughout the year will bring the public and architects together in a common effort to improve the quality of life we all share. However, there is much more that can be done. As individual architects, we can participate in local activities and organizations to help increase the public awareness and appreciation for good community planning and quality architecture.

Architects possess special training and skills that can be an asset to one’s civic organization, city or county planning commission or business development authority. Service as an elected official is also a way to offer one’s planning abilities for the benefit of the community. This type of service should be encouraged at every level of community involvement.

To fulfill the objective of this year’s theme, every architect must attempt to increase his or her dialogue with the public, whether through service on an AIA committee or by becoming more involved in one’s own community. The task of increasing the public awareness, appreciation and demand for architecture of “commodity, firmness and delight” belongs to all of us.

Paul H. Barkley, AIA
President
Virginia Society, AIA
The 1984 AIA National Convention will probe what may be architecture's single most important challenge—meeting the needs of the people for whom America's architects design. The site for those explorations? Phoenix, hub of America's burgeoning Sun Belt, where the pressures of population growth and development have put designers and the responsibility we bear for the environment squarely at the center of public attention.

Who makes up architecture's "public"? Developers? Clients? Critics? Users? What does that public want of its architects? More to the point, what does it require of architecture beyond the Vitruvian virtues of firmness, commodity, and delight? And is the profession meeting these demands? Has it done so historically? Is it conducting the research to do so tomorrow?

These are fundamental questions. Yet no professionwide colloquium on the scale of the AIA national convention has ever addressed them directly—or at least as directly as we will in Phoenix.

If design excellence is the outcome of a healthy dialogue, the lines of communication between architects and their many "publics" will be wide open during the 1984 convention. In events ranging from Cinco de Mayo festivities and the presentation of 1984 Institute Honors and Awards to AIA plenary sessions—some open for the first time to public participation—those basic questions will be openly addressed and debated.

Paul H. Barkley will head the Virginia Society AIA delegation to the 116th annual convention. For the first time at a national gathering, Virginia delegates will be housed together in one of the convention hotels. Among others attending the convention are: Richard L. Ford, President-Elect; William C. Monroe, Second Vice President; Robert A. Boynton, Secretary; and Curtis R. Jennings, Treasurer.

Two Virginia architects are among 83 AIA members to be advanced to the College of Fellows at the AIA convention. James Scott Rawlings, FAIA, of Richmond and James S. Tuley, FAIA, of Charlottesville will be honored for their notable contributions to the profession of architecture at a Sunday afternoon, May 6, investiture ceremony in Phoenix. A convocation reception and dinner follows on Monday night.

Louis Lawrence Marines was appointed executive vice president and chief executive officer of The American Institute of Architects after 18 years of experience in management, the last 12 of which were for design related organizations. A native of Bergen County, N.J., Marines has been the general manager of Haines Lundberg Waehler (HLW), a 300-person architectural firm based in New York City, since 1978. He has been responsible for firm management, market and financial planning, communications and sales activities, and has been a member of their five-person management committee in setting organizational policies, goals and strategies.

From 1977 to 1978, he was vice president and general manager of William Kessler & Associates, a 25-person architectural firm in Detroit. From 1972 to 1977, Marines was a principal of the Coxe Group Inc., a Philadelphia consulting firm that deals exclusively with the management and marketing concerns of design organizations. From 1966 to 1972, he was executive assistant to the vice president of the publications division of the Chilton Company and served as managing editor of a monthly construction industry magazine.

While in Philadelphia from 1973 to 1977, Marines was an instructor in management and marketing at Drexel University School of Architecture. He has conducted numerous professional programs, given many lectures and written broadly on architectural management issues.

Marines, 41, is a Phi Beta Kappa graduate of Washington and Jefferson College in Washington, Pa. He also attended the Harvard Graduate School of Business Administration.

Active in a number of professional associations, Marines is a founding director of the Professional Services Management Association. He is a professional associate of the New York Chapter of The American Institute of Architects, and served on the Practice Management Committee of the AIA. He was the New York area chairman of the Society for Marketing Professional Services for two years and received its Outstanding Member award.
Two Virginians Among 83 Advanced To College of Fellows

The American Institute of Architects has advanced 83 of its members to the Institute's prestigious College of Fellows for their "notable contributions to the profession." Included on the list are two Virginia Society, AIA members: James Scott Rawlings, FAIA, of Richmond and James S. Tuley, FAIA, of Charlottesville.

Fellowship in the AIA is conferred on members of 10 years' good standing who have made significant contributions to the advancement of the profession in such areas as architectural practice, construction, design, education, government or industry, historic preservation, literature, public service, research, service to the profession or urban design.

Advancement to the College of Fellows is the highest honor the AIA can bestow on any member with the exception of the Gold Medal, which may be presented to an architect from any nation. (Fellows are entitled to use the designation "FAIA" following their names.)

The new Fellows will be invested into the College of Fellows on May 6 at the 1984 AIA National Convention in Phoenix.

They were selected by the 1984 Jury of Fellows, chaired by John D. Anderson, FAIA, Denver. Other jurors were David M. Bowen, FAIA, Indianapolis; Peter Sauro, FAIA, New York City; Norman J. Schlossman, FAIA, Chicago; Pat Y. Spillman, FAIA, Dallas; and Henry N. Silvestri, FAIA, Los Angeles (attending alternate).

Information on the two new Fellows from Virginia follows:

JAMES SCOTT RAWLINGS
Mr. Rawlings, a native of Richmond, received a Bachelor of Science in Architecture from the University of Virginia in 1947 (following 4 years as a commissioned line officer in the U.S. Navy during World War II) and was awarded the cumulative degree of Master of Fine Arts in Architecture from Princeton University in 1949.

At the University of Virginia, he was a member of Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity and the honorary Raven Society. At Princeton, he received the Princeton Prize in Architecture for 1948.

He served as an instructor at the University of Virginia in 1947 and was employed by the Richmond architectural firm of Marcellus Wright and Son from 1949 to 1954. He established his own practice in Richmond in 1954 and formed a partnership with John E. Wilson in 1956.

He is a registered architect in the Commonwealth of Virginia (since 1951) and also holds certificate of registration with the National Council of Architectural Registration Boards (NCARB).

Mr. Rawlings has traveled extensively in Great Britain, Western Europe, and the Near East, Russia, Scandinavia, Japan, and the Philippines.

He is the author of three books on colonial and ante-bellum churches of Virginia, Maryland, and North Carolina that include over 500 of his drawings.

He has been chairman of the Commission for Architectural Review, City of Richmond (1965 to 1973); visiting critic at the University of Virginia; vice-president and director, Virginia Chapter, The American Institute of Architects; president of the Virginia Foundation for Architectural Education (Trustee since 1962); and president of the Alumni of the School of Architecture, University of Virginia.

Among the buildings designed by Mr. Rawlings in the Richmond area are: the United Virginia Bank at Allen and Broad Streets; the renovation of the Tower and Broad-Grace Arcade for the Central Fidelity Bank; the Lora Robins dormitory at the University of Richmond; and the restoration of St. Peter's Parish Church, New Kent County, and other colonial Virginia churches.

He is president of the Richmond architectural firm of Rawlings & Wilson.

JAMES SPEED TULEY
Mr. Tuley, born in Philadelphia, Pa., received a Bachelor of Architecture degree from North Carolina State University, Raleigh, NC in 1956. At graduation, he received an award from the North Carolina Chapter, AIA for outstanding student work in Architectural Design, and the American Institute of Architects' Henry Adams Fund Award for excellence in the study of Architecture. He was also the recipient of a Fulbright Fellowship to India in 1956.

During Mr. Tuley's 27 year career he has worked for R. Buckminster Fuller, served as a design and planning consultant in India and Nepal, and has been a Partner and Associate in firms in San Francisco and Berkeley California. He is licensed to practice architecture in the states of Illinois, California and Virginia and presently conducts his own practice in Charlottesville. In addition, he is a Professor in the School of Architecture, University of Virginia, Charlottesville.

He has traveled extensively in Southeast Asia and Europe and has lectured in India, Nepal, Scotland and Italy.

For more than 20 years, he has taught a wide range of design courses while maintaining an active practice. In order to show students the necessary interrelationship between design and construction practices, he developed a course entitled Design Construction Drawings, which complements the design studio and gives students an insight into critical areas of detailing.

Mr. Tuley was one of the three founders of the Charlottesville/Albemarle Section of the James River Chapter, Virginia Society, AIA. He has contributed to many community, city (Charlottesville, Roanoke, Winchester), University and Institute workshops, study groups, and panels, in addition to his lectures here and abroad.

Included in work he has performed as an independent architect are: Interior Designs for the School of Law, UVA and UVA Hospital; Courts feasibility studies for the City of Roanoke; execution of the reconstruction drawings of the 18th Century Public Hospital for Colonial Williamsburg Foundation; Spears Mountain Baptist Church in Appomattox; and a number of private residences. His designs have been published frequently, the most recent being a barrier-free residence, in the October 1983 issue of the AIA Journal.

Mr. Tuley feels that in the integration of teaching with design, his architectural practice is kept fresh by an attitude of academic inquiry.
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PERSONNEL AND OFFICE CHANGES

New Firm Established

Jo Anne Murray, AIA and William Reehl III have established Murray and Reehl Architects. Ms. Murray, formerly of VVKR Architects, served as Project Architect for the Award winning "Academic Center" at George Washington University, among many other governmental and institutional projects. Mr. Reehl, formerly an Associate with HOK Architects, was Project Architect for the USA Today Building in Roslyn, as well as many other commercial projects.

The firm is located on Commerce Street in Alexandria, and will be serving the regional area.

New Offices for The Design Collaborative

The Design Collaborative, an architectural firm in Virginia Beach, announces that they have moved from their old location on Rosemont Road into new offices at 2940 North Lynnhaven Road.

Laszlo Aranyi, AIA was project architect for the new building, known as the Lynnhaven North Professional Building. It is two-stories, of contemporary passive solar design. Vepco is monitoring the building for energy efficiency.

Design Firm Names New Associate

Martin M. Miller, AIA, has been named an Associate in the Reston-based firm of Kamstra, Dickerson & Associates, which offers architecture, planning and interior design services out of its offices on Lake Anne. Since joining KDA as an architect in 1982, Miller has served as project manager and designer for several multi-million dollar projects, including the Air National Guard Support Center at Andrews Air Force Base and the Salvation Army Rehabilitation Center in Annandale, Virginia. Miller is also currently managing three library projects in the Virginia and Maryland suburbs of D.C.

Prior to joining KDA, Miller worked for seven years at the Smithsonian Institution as an architect and planner in its Office of Design and Construction. There, as Assistant Chief Planner, he served for four years as project manager of the facade and roof renovation of the Arts and Industries Building.

He gained his initial experience with libraries planning the renovation of the Main Library at the Smithsonian’s Museum of Natural History and working on a design for the Library of the Smithsonian’s Tropical Research Institute in Panama.

Miller graduated from Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University in 1970. He worked as an apprentice architect at area firms, including KDA, from 1969 to 1974, before joining the Smithsonian.

Miller is active in the Virginia Society of the American Institute of Architects, and serves on its Design Awards Committee. He lives with his wife, Janis, in Reston, and was recently on the Board of Directors of the Deepwood Homeowners Association.

SFCS Promotes C. R. Holcomb, Jr.

Charles R. Holcomb, Jr., a licensed professional engineer, has been promoted to Senior Associate at Sherertz, Franklin, Crawford, Shaffner, a Roanoke architectural, engineering and planning firm. His responsibilities will include coordination of all engineering activities within the firm.

Holcomb, a Roanoke native, holds both undergraduate and graduate degrees in civil engineering from the University of Virginia. He is president of the Roanoke branch of the American Society of Civil Engineers.

Holcomb joined Sherertz, Franklin, Crawford, Shaffner in 1976. The firm is located on Kirk Avenue downtown and has an interior design subsidiary, SFS interiors. Sherertz, Franklin, Crawford, Shaffner began as Eubank and Caldwell in 1920.
Washington Associates Continues Expansion

Washington Associates has announced that Michael E. Bennett, AIA, has been added to the staff as project architect. Also added to the architectural staff were: William N. Bissell, Karen E. Brown, and Joseph H. Trost.

Mr. Bennett served as an architect with Williams and Tazewell & Associates, Norfolk, from 1978-1983. He has worked as an architect with Dodge and Beckwith in Raleigh, N.C., and with the Wake County Medical Center, also in Raleigh. He is a registered architect in Virginia and North Carolina and received his Bachelor of Architecture degree from North Carolina State University in 1971.

Mr. Bissell previously was project manager with Shriver & Holland Associates, Norfolk. He has also served as an architectural draftsman for Oliver, Smith & Cooke, Ltd., Virginia Beach from 1977-1980. Bissell studied Civil Engineering at Old Dominion University, Architecture at Northern Virginia Community College in Annandale, and Mechanical Engineering at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, Blacksburg.

Ms. Brown is a 1983 honor graduate of the University of Southern Mississippi with a Bachelor of Science degree in Architectural Engineering Technology. She was previously employed by Simmons and Walker Consulting Engineers, Hattiesburg, Mississippi.

Mr. Trost was previously with William E. McClurg & Associates, Virginia Beach, and holds a Bachelor of Architecture degree from Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University.

Washington Associates is a Norfolk architectural firm.
Thos. H. Harris, Jr.
Builder, Inc.
Builder of Custom Homes

Phone 282-1907
If No Answer Call 740-8636
9001 Three Chopt Road
Richmond, VA 23229

Barry G. Hall, AIA

Barry G. Hall Named Assistant VP
Barry G. Hall, AIA, a registered architect for Smithey & Boynton, Architects, Engineers, Planners, has recently been promoted to Assistant Vice President for Production.

Mr. Hall was made an Associate of the firm in 1980, and has practiced architecture for 17 years. He is a member of the American Institute of Architects and is a resident of Franklin County.

J. R. Wood Named Associate of Firm
DePasquale & Associates, a Richmond architectural firm, has appointed Jeffrey R. Wood, AIA, as an Associate of the firm.

Mr. Wood joined DePasquale & Associates in 1978 and has most recently served as a Project Manager in charge of design commissions for Municipalities and the Commonwealth of Virginia. Mr. Wood is a 1977 graduate of the University of Virginia School of Architecture, and he is also a member of the American Institute of Architects. He is currently licensed as an architect in both the Commonwealth of Virginia and the District of Columbia.

Construction is more than just raising a structure. You need a solid foundation, persistent attention to detail and knowledgeable involvement from day one.

Foulger-Pratt lends this tenacity to all projects.

We preach it to all of our people — and we believe in it.

It makes our product second to none.

Foulger-Pratt
Construction, Inc.
Two Research Place
Rockville, Maryland 20850
(301) 948-0522

BANK LIGHTS
CONTROL TRAFFIC

At Left: #BL4 Signal
* RUSTPROOF — Rugged Aluminum
* WEATHERPROOF — COLORS
* MANY STYLES TO SELECT
* 20,000 HOUR LIGHTING
* REMOTE CONTROL SWITCH
* OPTIONAL FLASHERS
* CEILING, WALL OR POST MOUNTING

NEW! Professional Sign Illumination LETTER-LITES
5 TO 10 YEAR SERVICE

Letter-Lites will create a backlit effect like this one for your client. Safe — no longer is it necessary to risk high voltage or costly maintenance. True — safe as your car lights, built ruggedly, sealed against weather, and guaranteed to give years of trouble-free service!

WRITE, WIRE OR PHONE FOR QUOTATION

LAKE SHORE MARKERS, INC.
P.O. Box 59 — Erie, Pa. 16512 — Phone (800) 458-0463


FREE CATALOG!
JOE S. WILLIAMS COMPANY
SUPPLIERS OF
Beautiful and Permanent Building Materials
3912 Hawthorne Road
Rocky Mount, N. C. 27804

Payne & Payne Construction Company
General Contractors
St. Reg. #21941
Commercial—Industrial
Phone 804-292-4487
Route 460 East
BLACKSTONE, VIRGINIA

Known best by the clients we keep!
Industrial, Commercial, Institutional Construction since 1896

Scott Brothers Construction Co.
Build Design
Featuring WEDGECOR Steel Building Systems
For
• Commercial
• Industrial
• Agricultural
• Mini-Storage
• Business
• Warehouses
Telephones (804) 737-1419
(804) 270-4247
624 S. Holly Avenue
Highland Springs, Virginia 23075

a.p. hubbard wholesale lumber corp.
representing
STRUCTURAL WOOD SYSTEMS, INC.
Laminated Arches and Beams
POTLATCH
Laminated Decking
C. M. TUCKER LUMBER CORPORATION
Prefinished Southern Pine Decking
— also —
Southern Pine and West Coast Lumber
Flooring — All Species
Salt Treated Lumber
Fire Retardant Treated Lumber
Plywood and Mill Decking
Hardwood Lumber and Dimension
We Specialize in Service
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Construction Begins on Atrium Condominium in Rosslyn

Construction is underway on The Atrium, a 14-story, 325-unit luxury condominium residence in northern Virginia overlooking the Key Bridge. Knightsbridge Development Company of McLean is developer for the glass-and-concrete structure which will rise at the upper western edge of Rosslyn between 18th St. and North Key Blvd.

Designed by Thomas G. Georgelas & Associates of McLean, The Atrium was influenced by a contemporary European approach to apartment buildings, including the extensive use of balconies and a large amount of glass. A 14-story glass elevator tower will rise on the exterior and balconies will have glass panels in order to enhance the unobstructed views of Georgetown and the Potomac River to the north and the Washington, D.C. monuments to the east. Thirty-four models are available including one- and two-bedroom flats, duplex residences and two-, three- and four-bedroom penthouses.

Construction for The Atrium is by McMerit Construction Company of Houston, with occupancy scheduled for the summer of 1985.

C.H.K.D. Surgical Units on Schedule

The steel frame has recently been completed on the Children’s Hospital of the King’s Daughters’ new operating room addition, according to James R. Washington, president, Washington Associates. Despite December being the wettest on record, the project is proceeding on schedule. The same day the frame was completed the outer shell was being secured.

Completion dated for the 15,000 square feet of new construction and 9,000 square feet of alteration is slated for November 1984.

The pediatric surgical unit was designed and is being developed by both Washington Associates, a Norfolk-based architectural firm and LBC&W, an architectural, engineering and planning firm from Falls Church.

The $2.5 million suite will include four operating rooms, with expansion capabilities for two more, and support facilities. It will be the region’s first pediatric-surgery facility.

Paul Finch, AIA, is the project architect for Washington Associates.

CHAPTER NEWS

New Northern Va. Chapter Associates Representative

James M. Duda, who is with HTB, Inc. Architects/Engineers/Planners, has been named Associates Representative to the Northern Virginia Chapter of the American Institute of Architects.

As Associates Representative, Duda is responsible for organizing the professional design exam seminars and the annual chapter tour of architects’ offices in the Northern Virginia/Washington, D.C. area.

R. L. DRESSER, INC.
Flooring Contractor

Acoustical Tile - Resilient Tile

4100 Winton Road
RALEIGH, NORTH CAROLINA 27609
LICENSED INSTALLER OF ROBBINS LOCK-TITE PERMACUSHION, IRON BOUND AND SYNTHETIC FLOORS
COMPETITIONS AND AWARDS

Park Headquarters Wins Owens-Corning Award
Lawrence Cook AIA & Associates

The recently completed Headquarters Addition for the Northern Virginia Regional Park Authority, which was featured in the September/October Energy issue of Virginia Record, has won a national Certificate of Achievement from the national Owens-Corning Energy Awards Program for exceptional energy conservation.

Natural daylighting provided the greatest energy savings. The use of siting, glazing, a light shelf, reflective surfaces, glass partitions and skylights have provided 87 percent of the required light from the sun on an annual basis.

Other energy saving features are the solar preheater for fresh air intake, direct gain with wall storage mass, night insulation for the glazing, and natural ventilation for cooling. These features will save the owner 68 percent of the cost of heating and cooling.

Gregory's, Inc.
Single Ply Roofing
& Custom Metal Mansard & Fascia Systems
St. Reg. #6389
Phone 703-869-3500
5368 Main Street
P. O. Box 520
Stephens City, Va. 22655

UNITED SPRINKLER CO., INC.
Sprinkler Systems
Industrial—Commercial
Warehouse & Shopping Centers
Phone 703-823-2410
610 S. Pickett Street, Alexandria, Va. 22304
NEW MEMBERS

CHARLES M. ANDERSON, AIA
Blue Ridge Chapter

GARY F. ARNOLD, AIA
Tidewater Virginia Chapter
With Abbott Associates,
Architects/Planners,
Williamsburg

WILLIAM C. ANDERSON, AIA
James River Chapter
With Jones & Strange-Boston Architects
& Engineers, Richmond

RICHARD M. BALKE, Associate
Tidewater Virginia Chapter

FREDERICK S. ANDREAE, AIA
Northern Virginia Chapter

AUBREY C. BROCK, AIA
Tidewater Virginia Chapter
With Shriver & Holland Associates,
Norfolk

CHARLES W. APPICH, III, AIA
James River Chapter
With S & B Development Co. of Va., Inc.

THAD A. BROOM, JR., AIA
Tidewater Virginia Chapter
With Broom & Fink,
Architects/Planners, Inc.
Virginia Beach
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MICKEY D. BURRIS, Associate
Tidewater Virginia Chapter

ELIOT B. GARBER, AIA
James River Chapter
With Rawlings & Wilson Architects, P.C.
Richmond

LEONARD G. CARPENTER, AIA
Blue Ridge Chapter
With Ronald M. Martin & Associates,
Roanoke

VERA S. GOSPODNETIC, Associate
James River Chapter
With Interplan
Richmond

ZAN L. CARTWRIGHT, AIA
Tidewater Virginia Chapter
With AES, A Professional Corp.,
Williamsburg

RICHARD GROSSBERG, AIA
James River Chapter
With Archadeck
Richmond

THOMAS C. CLAYTON, AIA
James River Chapter
With Odell Associates, Inc.,
Richmond

HENRY L. HINER, AIA
James River Chapter
With Macllroy & Parrs, Architects
Richmond

EDWARD F. EVANS, JR., Associate
James River Chapter
With Freeman & Morgan Architects
Richmond

MARTHA ANN HOLLOWELL, Associate
James River Chapter
With Colonial Williamsburg Foundation
Williamsburg

ANDREW S. FINK, AIA
Tidewater Virginia Chapter
With Broom & Fink, Architects/Planners,
Inc., Virginia Beach

HUNTLEY BRACKETT HOUCK, AIA
Blue Ridge Chapter
With T. A. Carter, Jr., Architect
Salem
DAVID W. KENT, Associate
Tidewater Virginia Chapter
Newport News

CELESTE R. RAKES, Associate
Blue Ridge Chapter

REESE LIVINGSTON, Associate
James River Chapter
With Eisenman Robertson Architects, Charlottesville

ANTONIO SANCHEZ, AIA
Northern Virginia Chapter
With Bechtel International Corp., Gaithersburg, MD

JAMES THOMAS LONG, Associate
James River Chapter
Graduate of University of Kansas
With Virginia Commonwealth University, Richmond

DAVID T. SCHWARTZ, AIA
Blue Ridge Chapter
With Dewberry & Davis, Marion

DENNIS P. McNEAL, Associate
James River Chapter
With Freeman & Morgan, Architects, Richmond

DIANA GAIL TRACEY, AIA
Blue Ridge Chapter
With VPI & SU, Blacksburg

DOUGLAS A. NEAL, Associate
Tidewater Virginia Chapter
Virginia Beach

Associated Steel Products, Inc.

1143 East Rio Road Phone (804) 973-3919
POST OFFICE BOX 5568, CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA. 22905
Glen-Gery Brick manufactures all sizes, types and colors of quality facing brick and landscape paving brick in standard and custom brick shapes.

Let us think your design problems through with you. Our representatives are trained in the practical and technical aspects of brickwork. Glen-Gery also has a full-time professional brickwork design team and technical services staff to assist you. For more information, contact our regional sales office in Manassas, Virginia at 703/368-3179. Or our Maryland Brickwork Design Center in Baltimore, at 301/837-3170.

Glen-Gery has Sales/Service Centers and Distributors throughout the U.S.

A Subsidiary of Ibstock Johnsen, P.L.C.
The Recovery Room
A Division of VCPHC, Inc.

Serving All of Virginia

Home Healthcare Supplies & Convalescent Aids
Medical Oxygen & Breathing Equipment

LOCATIONS
RICHMOND • FARMVILLE • DANVILLE • SOUTH HILL
LURAY • TAPPAHANNOCK • KILMARNOCK
FRONT ROYAL • WINCHESTER, VIRGINIA
PRINCETON, WEST VIRGINIA

Call Toll-Free
Virginia 800-552-3712
Out of State 800-446-2273

Perfect Balance

SMALL enough to give prompt personalized service.
BIG enough to supply technical "know-how" and assured supply.
LEADING Independent Virginia Supplier of Kerosene.
No. 2, No. 4, No. 5 and No. 6 Fuel Oil.

PETROLEUM MARKETERS, INC.
1603 Santa Rosa Road P. O. Box K-64
Richmond, Virginia 23288
Phone 804-288-4127

R. G. ROOP, Chairman of the Board
L. D. HAISLEY, President
BILLY F. CROWDER, Vice President

CARPET PALACE LTD.
Complete Tile & Interior Services
RESIDENTIAL—COMMERCIAL

Offices
Serving D.C.—MD—VA

Expert Installation
Featuring
Tile, Oriental Rugs and
the Finest Carpeting from Major National Mills

515 E. GUDE DRIVE
ROCKVILLE, MD. 20850 301-762-0011

We are very proud of our participation in the Fair Oaks Office Building and the Ward & Hall Office, featured in this issue.

MEYER BOBROW'S
SWINGIN' DOOR
CONTRACT HARDWARE

Specialists in hollow metal doors and frames, architectural wood doors and hardware.

Design • Engineering • Distribution

5332 Marinelli Road
Rockville, Maryland 20852-2592
(301) 881-2200
Ward/Hall Offices
Ward/Hall Associates, AIA — Architects

Location: Fair Oaks Office Building, Fairfax


PROJECT
An architectural office for a staff of 40 employees. The space is separated by a public corridor into east and west portions.

PROGRAM
Major design goals included:
1. A relationship to the overall building.
2. A public reception area that presents a lively, contemporary image appropriate for a design firm.
3. A comfortable working environment.
4. A one-office feeling in spite of the physical separation.

SOLUTION
The design takes its cues from the building itself. Building features significant to the interior design include: a) an angular plan with geometry based on a two-to-one relationship (see floor plan); b) a two-foot square grid window plane; c) a row of black "processional columns" marking the main entrance axis. In response to these features, an eight-inch horizontal and vertical grid organizes the space using glass block and ceramic tile. The two-to-one geometry is reflected in these grids both in plan and elevation. These elements, in addition to neon tubing, establish the unifying vocabulary of the space. They are presented to the visitor before entering the suite and are carried throughout.

The reception area uses curvilinear form to direct circulation and to create the appropriate vibrant environment. It is here that the major organizational element, a red carpeted plane is first seen. This plane is parallel to the building's grid window plane and responds to this with grid openings of glass block utilizing the two-to-one geometry previously described. It also forms one wall of the main circulation corridor. This corridor is "compressed" in scale with a
lowered ceiling which emphasizes its transitional nature. Its linear quality is also emphasized by this device and is further enhanced with a continuous light cove, continuous neon tube, and ceramic tile band on which the carpeted plane sits. Entrance to this corridor at the lobby end is marked by a high gloss black column which is also in the building's "professional" row.

The main conference room allows the visitor's first interior view of the grid window plane. It is also impacted by the building's angular configuration and responds with ceiling and floor grids utilizing the two-to-one relationship.

The projection room across the corridor again uses building geometry, this time in an angular "floating plane" for a slide storage/projector shelf wall.

Glass block sections of the carpeted plane occur at the partners' offices and allow natural light to enter the corridor, secretarial, and word processing areas. This corridor terminates at the open landscaped east drafting room and is marked with a whimsical ending to the neon tube. The employee lunch room is visible from here as it bulges into the drafting room with a glass block wall. Its location provides easy access to the balcony for outdoor eating.

By use of the same materials and philosophy, the west portion of the office is united with the east. Entries align across the public corridor and utilize similar devices of scale "compres-
sion," entry emphasis by paving pattern and glass block sidelights. The west office is also organized by a colored plane, in this case separating drafting from library and model room.

This project was completed in July 1982.

Demar, Inc. of Gaithersburg, Maryland was general contractor and handled carpentry.

SUBCONTRACTORS & SUPPLIERS
(Maryland firms unless noted)

K & K Masonry, Baltimore, masonry contractor:
Pittsburg-Corning Co., Pittsburg, PA, glass block;
P & P Contractors, Rockville, wall insulation & gypsum board contractor;
KWC, Inc., Damascus, millwork;
American Plate Glass Co., Kensington, glass & glazing contractor;
Swingin Door, Inc., Rockville, metal doors & frames & wood doors;
Contract Hardware, Rockville, hardware supplier;
Carpet Palace, Rockville, carpet;
Kemco Applicator, painting contractor;
and Sherwin Williams, Laurel, paint manufacturer.

Also, Specialty Sales, Inc., Bowie, "Zerodec" column covers;
Fittings, Inc., Boston, MA, plumbing fixture supplier;
"Vola" fitting, "Alape" sink;
Salco Mechanical Contractors, Springfield, VA, plumbing/heat­ing/ventilating/air conditioning contractor;
Paragon Electric Corp., Annan­dale, VA, electrical contractor;
Roxanne Signs & Graphics, Inc., Rockville, neon installer;
Intalite-Spec Marketing, Inc., Timonium, aluminum egg­crate ceilings.

(Rathe photo)
Fair Oaks Office Building
Ward/Hall Associates, AIA — Architects

Phase I • Location: Fairfax

Project Architect/Designer, Eric A. Taylor, R.A. • Site Engineer/Surveyor, Dewberry & Davis • Structural Engineer, Smislova, Kehnamul & Associates • Mechanical/Electrical Engineer, Harold Schwartz Engineers • General Contractor, Demar, Inc. • Photography, Eric A. Taylor, R.A./Robert Rathe.
PROJECT
Phase 1—an 82,375 s.f. speculative office building with first floor commercial tenant space including drive-up bank.

Phase 2—a 5,000 s.f. freestanding banking facility on the same site to be constructed at a later date.

PROGRAM
Major design goals included:
A. A strong, clear visual identity (particularly important for a speculative building).
B. Relationship to the adjacent limited access highway (primary vehicular approach).
C. Relationship to the loop road and shopping center to the south (site access point).
D. Creation of easily identified entry points.
E. Incorporation of first floor commercial tenant signage.
F. Strong relationship between Phases 1 and 2.

SITE
The site is suburban, bounded on the north by a limited access highway (Route 50) and diagonally on the south by the parking lot loop road of a regional shopping center. Access to the site is from this loop road.

SOLUTION
Phase 1 (the subject of this submission) is a parallelogram-shaped five-story building. The building shape was site-generated for an efficient use of space. North and south faces are basically parallel to the southern boundary while east and west faces are perpendicular to the northern boundary. First visual contact with the building is from Route 50 where simple precise detailing of the building form has a clear visual impact at high speed. The main access to the site is from the southeast where building detail is more complex and therefore more easily perceived by pedestrian and slow vehicular traffic.

There are three major design elements to this composition: outer shell, inner shell, and processional columns. The tight highway-scaled outer shell (precast concrete and mullionless ribbon windows) "folds in" to expose a more human scaled inner shell (2x2 grid curtain wall). This "folding" creates a three-story exterior volume at the main entry on the southeast corner and at the secondary entry on the north face. By progressively stepping back the "fold" points from first to third floor in the main entry area, upper level tenant balconies are created.
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while maintaining maximum ground floor area for commercial use. This further enriches the human scale detail of the area. Processional columns of contrasting color, material, and finish accentuate and clarify the entry points and horizontal pedestrian flow. Placement of free-standing columns at the main entry allow for vehicular traffic between them. This initiates the visitor’s interaction with the building. Placement of stairways directly behind the inner shell at entry points orientates the visitor to vertical flow. The direction of pedestrian access accentuated by the processional columns also parallels Route 50 to the north—a relationship that further orders the composition as perceived from the highway. Tenant signage is organized into a continuous horizontal band of contrasting color above the first floor glass.

The Phase 2 bank structure will also be parallel-gram in plan. The south faces of both buildings will be aligned and basic massing of the bank will reflect somewhat the negative space under the southeast corner of the office building. This will cause the bank to be read as “the piece removed.”

Phase 1 was completed in the Spring of 1982 meeting a budget of $43.75 per square foot ($3.6 million total).

Demar, Inc. of Gaithersburg, Maryland was general contractor and handled carpentry.

SUBCONTRACTORS & SUPPLIERS
(Maryland firms unless noted)
Montgomery Lawns, Gaithersburg, landscaping materials & landscaping contractor; HMF Paving, Germantown, paving contractor; L. Barrett Contracting Co., Inc., Capitol Heights, foundations, concrete contractor, reinforcing & concrete supplier; Standard Art Marble & Tile Co., Inc., Landover, pre-stressed concrete, stonework contractor, stonework supplier, caulking & terrazzo; K & K Masonry, Baltimore, masonry contractor; Supreme Concrete Block, Inc., Fairfax, VA, masonry manufacturer, masonry supplier & mortar; All Steel Construction, Inc., Gaithersburg, steel supplier, steel erection & steel roof deck; and W & W Fabrication, LaPlata, miscellaneous metal.

Also, M.J. Brigham, Rockville, built-up roof & roof insulation; P & P Contractors, Rockville, wall insulation & gypsum board contractor; Metal Products, Inc., Laurel, handrails; KWC, Inc., Damascus, millwork; L.W. McChesney, Inc., Ft. Washington, waterproofing; Saico Mechanical Contractors, Springfield, VA, sheet metal/plumbing/heating/ventilating/air conditioning contractor; American Plate Glass Co., Kensington, glass, glazing contractor, windows, window wall & storefront; Swingin' Door, Inc., Rockville, metal doors & frames & wood doors; Contract Hardware, Rockville, hardware supplier; Stevens Tile & Marble Co., Inc., Kensington, ceramic tile; Carpet Palace, Rockville, resilient tile & carpet; Kemco Applicator, painting contractor; Sherwin Williams Co., Laurel, paint manufacturer; Vitex, wall covering; Otis Elevator Co., Alexandria, VA, elevator; Paragon Electric Corp., Annandale, VA, electrical contractor; and The Dages Co., Richmond, VA, column covers.
RESTORING AN OLD, RUN DOWN, ENERGY-LEAKING BUILDING INTO A MODERN, BEAUTIFUL, ENERGY-EFFICIENT BUILDING IS NOW EASIER THAN EVER BEFORE. ALL YOU NEED TO REMEMBER IS THAT THE INSULATION SOLUTION IS IN THE BAG. IN THE THOROWALL INSULATING PLASTER BAG.

THOROWALL IS THE CEMENT-BASE, FIRE RESISTANT INSULATING PLASTER BROUGHT TO YOU BY THORO SYSTEM PRODUCTS, AND DESIGNED SPECIFICALLY FOR EXTERIOR WALL APPLICATION.

YOU SEE, THOROWALL INSULATING PLASTER FEATURES A PERFECTLY BALANCED COMBINATION OF EXPANDED POLYSTYRENE BEADS, HYDRAULIC BINDERS AND CHEMICAL ADDITIVES. BECAUSE OF THESE EXTREMELY LIGHTWEIGHT AGGREGATES, THOROWALL INSULATING PLASTER WEIGHS ONLY ONE-SIXTH THAT OF PLASTER WITH CONVENTIONAL SAND AGGREGATES. THEREFORE, IT PUTS LITTLE STRESS ON THE WALL STRUCTURE TO WHICH IT'S APPLIED. BECAUSE IT IS PACKAGED IN POWDER FORM, IT ELIMINATES THE NEED OF FITTING BOARDS TO SPECIAL SIZES. ALL YOU HAVE TO DO IS ADD WATER AND THOROWALL INSULATING PLASTER IS READY FOR APPLICATION. AND BECAUSE IT IS A PLASTER IT CAN BE APPLIED BY EITHER A SPRAY GUN OR TROWEL. AS EASY AND AS FAST AS APPLYING STUCCO.

BUT THE MOST IMPORTANT THING IS THAT THOROWALL INSULATING PLASTER COMES FROM US. AND YOU KNOW US WELL. WE'RE THORO SYSTEM PRODUCTS, THE SAME COMPANY THAT HAS BEEN PROTECTING, BEAUTIFYING AND WATERPROOFING MASONRY AND CONCRETE, FOR OVER 65 YEARS WITH SUCH PRODUCTS AS WATERPLUG, THOROSEAL AND ACRYL 60.

AND WHEN IT COMES TO MAKING ENERGY-EFFICIENT BUILDINGS OUT OF OLD STRUCTURES, WE'VE GOT THE INSULATION SOLUTION WRAPPED UP FOR YOU IN THE THOROWALL BAG.
Shakey’s Pizza
Thomas W. Hamilton & Associates — Architect

Location: Annandale

Shakey's Pizza—Annandale is located on the corner of Little River Turnpike and Backlick Road. The project involved the renovation of the existing Spaghetti Mill Restaurant into the largest Shakey's Pizza to date.

Shakey's Incorporated is changing the image of the pizza parlors. This image change required the development of different dining spaces and atmospheres within the restaurant as opposed to the open room with picnic tables as used in Shakey's in the past. These dining spaces were created with the use of platforms, wood paneling, wood rails, and brick. Shakey's Incorporated provided the finish specifications for paints, wallcovering, carpet and stains.

James W. Kaputa Company of Alexandria was general contractor and handled roofing, handrails, carpentry & cabinets.

SUBCONTRACTORS & SUPPLIERS
Shakey's Inc., Fairfax, glass, carpet & wall covering; Sherwin Williams, Williamsburg, paint manufacturer; Atlantic Equipment Corp., Baltimore, MD, equipment & plumbing fixture supplier; Burke Plumbing & Heating Inc., Burke, sprinkler contractor & plumbing contractor; W.T. Imlay Company, Merrifield, heating/ventilating/air conditioning contractor; Howard Boland, Alexandria, lighting fixtures supplier; Richardson Electric Service Inc., Warrenton, electrical contractor.
Sooner or Later Everyone Will Own a POLY LINER

POLY LINER BATHTUBS
"YOUR BEST ALTERNATIVE TO TUB REPLACEMENT"

WEATHERLY, INC.
P.O. Box 2723
WINCHESTER, VA 22601

WAYNE PHELPS
PRESIDENT
(703) 667-6929

WATCH FOR MORE INFORMATION
IN THE MAY/JUNE 1984 ISSUE

American Masonry
Co., Inc.
Commercial—Industrial
Residential
Phone 301-530-8100
4261 Howard
Kensington, Md. 20895

JAMES W. KAPUTA COMPANY

- COMPLETE SITE WORK
- CONSTRUCTION SERVICES
- CONTRACTING & BUILDING
- REMODELING & CABINETRY
- ROOFING & CARPENTRY
- HANDRAILS & CUSTOM WORK
- ARCHITECTURAL ASSISTANCE
- COMMERCIAL SPECIALISTS

4725 Edwards St., Alexandria, Va. 22312
Telephone 703-354-7082

General Contractors for
Shakey’s Pizza
Featured in This Issue

American Masonry
Co., Inc.
Commercial—Industrial
Residential
Phone 301-530-8100
4261 Howard
Kensington, Md. 20895

H.E. SATTERWHITE
INC.

CERAMIC TILE-MARBLE-TERRAZZO
CONTRACTORS Va. St. Reg. No. 6203
Seamless Flooring Products
Selby Battersby
12 S. Lombardy St. • P.O. Box 5404
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA • Phone 359-9261

American Masonry
Co., Inc.
Commercial—Industrial
Residential
Phone 301-530-8100
4261 Howard
Kensington, Md. 20895

W. M. JORDAN
COMPANY INC.
State Registration #4636

Commercial
Industrial
Governmental

Phone 596-6341
11010 Jefferson Avenue
NEWPORT NEWS, VA 23601

W. E. DUKE & SONS INC.
St. Reg. #9132

BULLDOZERS
TRUCKS
GRADERS

EARTH MOVERS
COMMERCIAL
INDUSTRIAL
STREETS ROADS SUBDIVISIONS
PHONE 286-5177
8700 MOUNTAIN ROAD, GLEN ALLEN, VA.
The second Suburban Savings & Loan Association office building is located inside the beltway in Annandale. It is adjacent to the first SS & LA building designed 10 years ago by Beery, Rio & Associates. This project was designed to be compatible with the first phase.

In addition to housing Suburban Savings & Loan Association's mortgage department on the first floor, the building contains eight floors of rental office space. Below grade is a cafeteria, executive dining area, and a tunnel connecting Phases I and II.

Exposed sand finished concrete was used to define the column bays and recall the second floor and parapet bands of the first phase. A strong vertical theme is created by using a narrow aluminum curtain wall system flanking a brick panel which rises from the second floor to the ninth floor. This is capped by a horizontal band of bronze glass and spandrel panels. At the first floor, polished black granite and bronze glass windows combine to provide a simple base recessed between the exposed concrete columns.

A hydronic heat pump system with 20,000 gallon storage tanks provides an extremely efficient and flexible HVAC system.

Eugene Simpson & Brother, Inc. of Alexandria, was general contractor and handled excavating.

SUBCONTRACTORS & SUPPLIERS
Triangle Plumbing & Heating, Inc.
St. Reg. #10402
COMMERCIAL—INDUSTRIAL
Phone 804-232-3346
3212 Hull Street, Richmond, Va. 23224

Innamorato Construction Co., Inc.
Masonry Contractor
St. Reg. #A 8549
COMMERCIAL - INDUSTRIAL - RESIDENTIAL
Phone 703-683-4442
Alexandria, Virginia 22301

Hazzard Electrical Corporation
Industrial—Commercial
Phone 804-798-9247
608 Lickinghole Rd.

Magic City Sprinkler, Inc.
FIRE PROTECTION SYSTEMS
Designers—Fabricators—Installation—Inspection
St. Reg. #11424
Phone 345-9818—After Hours Phone 345-7974
1601 Granby Street, N.E., Roanoke, Va. 24012

B. R. GERY
Tile & Marble Co.
Ceramic Tile Contractor
COMMERCIAL — RESIDENTIAL
5112 Coisson Rd. 222-6240
Richmond, Virginia

Paine Webber
Working to get the
Right Information First
Paine Webber offers
Complete Financial Services
In Over 240 Offices throughout the U.S.
including:
830 East Main Street, Richmond, Va. 23219
Donald P. Whitley, Branch Manager
(804) 644-4111

GILMORE PLANT AND BULB COMPANY, INC.
Meeting the Commonwealth of Virginia's
Standards for Roadside Tree and Shrub Planting

Landscaping of Distinction
If It Grows — We Have It!

HIGHWAYS
COMMERCIAL — INDUSTRIAL — RESIDENTIAL
Julian, N.C. 27283 Phone (919) 685-4451

Capital Lighting & Supply
NOW IN THEIR NEW BUILDING
3950 WHEELER AVENUE ALEXANDRIA, VA.
823-6000
Serving The Washington Metro Area Since 1958
The NSW Corporation, a subsidiary of a West German firm, opened a new American headquarters plant in Roanoke in December of 1982 to manufacture plastic products.

Norddeutsche Seekabelwerke AG (North German Sea Cable Works Inc.), the parent company, began in 1899 as a maker of trans-Atlantic telegraph cables. It made land telephone cables by 1928 and plastic materials by 1932. The firm moved into process engineering by developing biological processes for use of special plastic products in the wastewater and chemical industries in 1975. The company has been in the U.S. market for 15 years and is owned by Siemens of Berlin and Munich and by Phillips of Cologne and the Netherlands, two major electrical and electronic manufacturers in Europe.

NSW produces three product lines of plastic netting. The product is used for packaging, protecting highly finished surfaces, and kidney dialysis machines. Other products to be manufactured in the Roanoke plant may include lamp fixtures, mirror frames, bathroom articles, giftware, and plastic belts for industrial use. The belts are uniquely designed so they can be repaired without dismantling the machine on which they are used.

The six-acre site is part of the Kimball urban renewal area in northeast Roanoke adjacent to the central business district.

The cost of construction was close to $1,000,000 with another $2,000,000 invested in operating equipment.

Days Construction Company of Salem was awarded the construction contract as the result of competitive bids which were received in March 1982. Ground was broken shortly thereafter.

Total enclosed area is 22,000 square feet, 6,000 being committed to administrative space in a two-story configuration while the remaining 16,000 houses the manufacturing area with a 23-foot clear height. The building has been designed to receive two later expansion phases which will ultimately provide a total area of 66,000 square feet.

The site is relatively flat except for steep shoulders which slope down to the street along the north and east. Four storage silos are positioned...
along the north elevation for retention of plastic raw material. Paved parking areas are provided along the south side.

The substructure is reinforced concrete and employs a precast foundation system. The primary above-grade structural system is a pre-engineered steel frame. All floors are concrete slab on grade.

An energy efficient and moisture resistant exterior closure achieves integrity through the efficient use of metal, masonry, and glass. The roof system is standing seam metal. Brick masonry and metal panels make up the wall system. Fenestration is provided through thermally broken aluminum fixed sash windows.

Interior construction utilizes the following floor, partition, and ceiling system: in the administrative areas carpet tiles predominately cover the concrete slab; whereas, a floor hardener is applied to the concrete slab in the manufacturing areas. Wall surface finish in the administrative areas is field applied vinyl on drywall substrate. Elsewhere, a wall liner panel is provided together with a painted finish where masonry is exposed. Suspended in the two-story portion, is a ceiling grid which holds conventional acoustic panels.

A gas fired boiler, feeding duct mounted fin tube radiators, provides for general heating requirements. Likewise, packaged electric multizone units with variable volume distribution serve the cooling needs. A water fire suppression system is provided.

Electric service to the building is 600 amps with conventional distribution. Fluorescent lighting, using energy saving ballasts and lamps and high intensity discharge type lighting, provide artificial illumination.

Days Construction Co., Inc. of Salem was general contractor and handled masonry work.

SUBCONTRACTORS & SUPPLIERS
Thomas Brothers Inc., Salem, grading; Superior Exterminating Co., Inc., Roanoke, soil treatment; John Yauger, Roanoke, coping; Roanoke Valley Paving, Bedford, paving contractor; Phoenix Concrete Products Inc., Roanoke, foundations; Salem Ready Mix Concrete, Inc., Salem, concrete contractor & concrete supplier; Valley Steel Corp., Salem, reinforcing; Locher Brick Works, Inc., Roanoke, masonry manufacturer, masonry supplier & mortar; Virginia Steel & Building Specialties, Lynchburg, steel supplier, steel erection & steel joists; McClung’s, Salem, millwork; Glass & Metals Inc., Harrisonburg, glass, glazing contractor & windows; and Skyline Paint & Hardware Inc., Roanoke, metal doors & frames, hardware supplier & specialties.

Building Developer
New, Rehab — Residential, Commercial
REAL ESTATE
Investing, Financing, Managing

Norfolk, Va. (Home Office) 804-461-1961
Branch — Alexandria, Va.
Richmond, Va.

Retaining Track
EPDM Membrane
Insert Strip
Metal Deck
Fastener

Fastrac
The first non-penetrating mechanically anchored system that truly meets the needs of single-ply. The fastening system researched, designed and developed by Firestone for Firestone EPDM roof membranes.

Contact: N.B. Handy Co.
 Manufacturers, Agents and Distributors to the Architectural and Roof Contracting Community

Lynchburg, Va. 804-847-4495
Roanoke, Va. 703-343-2467
Richmond, Va. 804-649-7064
Holiday Inn Executive Center
Hanbury and Company, P.C. — Architects

Phase I • Location: Virginia Beach

Owner, Coastal Inn Associates • Managed by Tidewater Inn Management, Inc. • Developer, Thomas J. Lyons • Project Architect, Roger Newill • Project Team: Roger Newill, Dan Bauserman, Morris Mays, Dan Sampson and Randy Lyall • Project Interior Designer, Ray Jennings • Restaurant Designer, Thomas W. Hamilton & Associates • Site Engineer, Freeman & Associates • Soil Testing Engineer, Herbert & Associates • Structural Engineer, C. T. Tomlin • Mechanical Engineer, Bowman Associates • Consultant for Landscape, Restaurant Interior, Kitchen Equipment and Graphics, The Owner • General Contractor, Leo J. Martone & Associates • Photography: Exterior, Kevin M. Gorman Specialized Photography; interiors, Ronn Maratea.

The Holiday Inn Executive Center was designed to generate visual excitement for passing commuters and travelers on I-44. The slanted aluminum roofline appeals to the eye, and it allows the public to see into the lobby from the exterior. Outside walls consist of split-face, cleaved aggregates that create a rustic, yet cohesive surface.

The front lobby serves as a focal point around which numerous activities take place. The six-story enclosed atrium lobby is supported with steel space framing and is filled with over $35,000 worth of plants, including a 35-foot Ficus benjamina tree, numerous palms and other plants. The lobby also has a distinctive
sunken lobby/sitting lounge and a spacious walking area that leads to the coffee shop.

The attractive front desk can accommodate a number of guests simultaneously. Made with juniper wood and covered with a marble top, the desk complements the lobby's decor, while serving as an effective accent for the barrel-topped kiosks that house the administrative offices.

The restaurant, Ashley's (See VIRGINIA RECORD Nov/Dec 1983), may be viewed both as an integral part of the hotel and an independent restaurant. Its Victorian styling includes two solid bronze doors, a large skylight over a sizable planter of palms, and polished oak tables that sport the Greenwich Lion's crest. Coupling brass and oak trim with strategically placed planters, the restaurant creates an air of intimacy for 192 diners.

The main ballroom, which consists of 5,500 square feet, can be divided by partitions into three distinct rooms: the James, the Elizabeth and the York. The entire room can serve 375 people in classroom seating, 450 in banquet style and 750 in theater style. By adding the two seminar rooms and seven parlor suites, the Holiday Inn Executive Center has meeting flexibility for groups of almost any size. In the first six months of operation, food, beverage and banquet sales exceeded $1 million.

There are 112 Standard guest rooms in the Holiday Inn Executive Center. Each Standard room has two double beds, cable television and comfortable contemporary furnishings in aquamarine and dark coral color schemes.

Eighty-four King Leisure guest rooms provide guests with one king-size bed, cable television and contemporary furnishings accented with brass inlays. Some of these rooms also include plush loveseats.

Seven Parlor suites offer the maximum meeting flexibility within one large room. Cable television, a wet bar and refrigerator, a skirted sofa
and chairs, and coffee tables enable guests to entertain without constraints. For especially large groups, the king-size Murphy bed lifts up into the wall, providing even greater floor space.

The courtyard has been incorporated with the pool area to present an attractive, outdoor lounging area for hotel guests. Many of the guest rooms face this courtyard, with its grassy area accentuated by well-placed shrubbery and walking paths.

The distinctive shape of the outside pool was designed to offer swimmers an 85-foot length for swimming laps, while providing guests and their children with three distinct areas of differing depths. Wide steps are situated so that they face the south. This enables guests to sit and relax in the water while they get the full benefits of the summer sun. Comfortable padded fiberglass furniture surrounds the pool for the guests’ convenience, and the pool itself can be lit for swimming at night.

From February 1st through August 1st, the Holiday Inn Executive Center has maintained an occupancy rate of eighty percent (80%). As of September, construction commenced on an 88-room addition, which will also feature an indoor health spa that will include an indoor swimming pool, a jacuzzi, a sauna and physical fitness equipment in a palm-finned setting.

Leo J. Martone & Associates, Inc. of Virginia Beach was general contractor for the project.

SUBCONTRACTORS & SUPPLIERS
John Fay, Coastal Inn Associates, Virginia Beach, restaurant interior finish subcontractor; John J. Kolbe, Inc., Richmond, kitchen equipment; Yesterday’s Party Ltd., Chicago, IL, restaurant interior finish subcontractor; Carpet Concepts, Norfolk, carpet subcontractor; Eastern Fire Protection Design Co. (T/A Eastern Office & Blueprint Supply Co.), Virginia Beach, mechanical fire protection (sprinkler); Aircon, Ltd., Chesapeake, HVAC & GE thru-wall installation; Arc Electric Co., Chesapeake, electric contract; Architectural Industrial Products Co., Div. of Jefferds Corp., Richmond (Representative for Unistrut Corp., Wayne, MI), Moduspan space frame; Asphalt Roads & Materials Co., Inc., Virginia Beach, asphalt & concrete paving, entrances, curb, gutter & walks; Baker Roofing Co., Norfolk, roofing & sheetmetal; The Ceco Corp., Richmond, forming for concrete; Chesapeake Partition, Inc., Chesapeake, drywall, plaster, metal studs & insulation; and Colonial Painting Co. of Tidewater, Inc., Virginia Beach, painting.


Others were, Crossly Windows, Miami, FL, window supplier; Kawneer Co., Jonesborough, GA, curtain wall; Waterfront Lumber Co., Inc., Newport News, Juniper interior & exterior finish millwork; Webster Elevator Co., Inc., Chesapeake, elevator; Welch Pile Driving Corp., Virginia Beach, pile driving; E. V. Williams Co., Inc., Virginia Beach, strip site, fill; PPG Industries, Inc., Pittsburgh, PA, paint supplier; Roof Systems, Inc., Grand Rapids, MI, metal roof over space frame (furnished and installed by Baker Roofing); Allied Coatings, Ltd., (now, Coating Systems, Inc., Chesterfield), acoustic spray ceiling; McBroom Pool Products, Inc., Virginia Beach, completion of swimming pool; and Joe Travato, punch list painting work.
Coating Systems, Inc.

804-748-5947
Post Office Box 96
Chesterfield, Va. 23832

We are very proud of our participation and services provided in the construction of the Holiday Inn Executive Center Featured in This Issue

Eugene Thomas Construction Co.

General Contractors
COMMERCIAL INDUSTRIAL
Phone 703-683-0291
Suite 500
1020 North Fairfax
Alexandria, Va. 22314

Mailing Address
P. O. Box 1926
Alexandria, Va. 22313

SCHELL SUPPLY CORPORATION
Wholesale Distributors
PLUMBING—HEATING—INDUSTRIAL
Kohler Plumbing Fixtures
P.O. Box 62287
Dial 490-2381
Va. Beach, Va. 23462

HALH-HODGES CO., INC.

Reinforcing Steel
Wire Mesh—Expansion Joint
Corruform
Ceco Windows & Doors

Steel Building Products
Deliveries by Rail or Truck

Phone 804-625-4201
1344 Ballentine Blvd.
NORFOLK, VIRGINIA
CLASSIC INTERIORS

We create traditions from coast to coast.
Ashley's on Greenwich is one fine example.
We'd like to create one for you.

Some of our clients
County Line—Irvine, CA;
San Antonio, TX;
Albuquerque, NM
Spencer's—Hartford, CT
Danner's—Washington, D.C.
O'Brien's—Washington, D.C.
Springfield, VA
J. Paul's—Georgetown, D.C.
P. J. Clarke's/Macy's
Miami, FL; Atlanta, GA
Coogan's—Chicago, IL

Four Farthings—Chicago, IL
7-Up Corporate Headquarters
St. Louis, MO
Trattoria Pino—New York, NY
Marriott Corp.—Greensboro, NC
Holiday Inn—Norfolk, VA
Sonesta Corp.—Cambridge, MA
Frontier Enterprises
Corpus Christi, TX
South Street Seaport
Fulton St. Cafe—New York, NY

Hotel Design by Hanbury & Co., P.C.
Photography by Ronn Maratea

MULTIPLE CHOICE . . .
SINGLE SOURCE

Visual impact and structural integrity make
Unistrut® space-frames a remarkably versatile
design medium. This potential is enhanced by
allowing architects to select from two distinctly
different systems. We have no need to
compromise your design goals. We simply
provide the right system to meet them.

Our Moduspan® system offers the most cost-
effective solution for moderate-span roofs,
canopies, interior grids and similar planar
structures. For long-span roofs, domes, curved
structures and other exotic configurations, our
Mero® system is often the answer.

When it comes to space-frames, come to the
leader - Unistrut Building Systems. No one has
more experience. No one offers more choice. No
one offers more help in planning, in design, in
fabrication, in construction. All from a single
source.

Contact us for literature and technical data. Call
(804) 222-6832 or write Architectural Industrial
Products Company, Inc., P.O. Box 7697, 5745
Charles City Circle, Richmond, VA 23231-4598.

UNISTRUT
Space-Frame Systems
Virginia Center for Health Affairs
Wiley & Wilson, Architects, Engineers, Planners

Location: Innsbrook Office Park, Henrico County

The Virginia Center for Health Affairs is located at the south end of Innsbrook Lake in The Innsbrook Office Park in Western Henrico County. The park is heavily wooded and offers a uniquely quiet and serene atmosphere particularly suited to the work activities of the professional staff and many visitors to The Virginia Center. The 34,000 square foot, three-story building is the home of several closely-related
corporations serving the health care industry in the areas of insurance, purchasing, public relations, and education.

In order to best serve its individual and institutional members, and to properly allocate the costs of building and operating a new facility, the building was designed to be conveniently divided into a condominium type of ownership while remaining open and unified in plan. The building's three levels house three basic functions which differ in their floor area requirements and in their need for staff isolation and control of visitor access. The facility's ground level is dedicated to classrooms, teleconference rooms (the building is equipped with a satellite receiving station), lunch rooms and a shared printing/mailing shop. Large lobby and reception spaces are utilized as break areas for the conference rooms, and an outdoor deck overlooking the Innsbrook Lake provides visual respite from training and conference activities. Because the deck is on the building's north side and partially shielded by the building's east and west wings, it can be comfortably utilized on all but the most extremely hot or cold days. Also, because the north wall of the building's first floor is glass, the view of the lake and surrounding woods is a part of all indoor activities and offers a sense of spaciousness and tranquility to each interior space.

The building's second floor provides offices for professional staff in the areas of law, public relations, purchasing, and education. The high level of staff quality is reflected in the high quality of the space provided for their use, and is intended to be an aid in staff retention and recruitment.

Third floor spaces house the fast-growing insurance organization serving individuals and institutions providing health care services in the region. Again, the space provided was designed to be a significant positive factor in the recruitment and retention of a very high caliber of professional staff. On both the second and third levels maximum use of the view to the lake was employed to make the attractive office spaces seem larger, and to offer a visual relief from the press of the daily business effort.

The exterior of The Virginia Center for Health Affairs has been expertly crafted of redwood and glass by Taylor & Parrish, Inc., of Richmond, and the workmanship and care exhibited in every detail of the building reinforces their solid reputation for quality. The redwood, treated with bleaching oil and semi-transparent gray stain, was selected to harmonize with the wooded character of the surroundings while conveying the dignity appropriate to a corporate headquarters building. Because the build-
ing's detailing is subject to close inspection and contact at both the south (entry) elevation and the north (deck) elevation, it was imperative that each detail be carefully thought out and meticulously executed with consideration of such things as grain direction, nailing pattern, and saw-cut quality. The care of the contractor, sub-contractors, and individual tradesmen in executing an architectural concept which is based upon the studied needs of the occupants and the benefits inherent in the site makes The Virginia Center for Health Affairs a most attractive place to visit and work.

Taylor & Parrish, Inc. of Richmond, the general contractor, also handled foundations, foundation insulation, carpentry, waterproofing and concrete work.

SUBCONTRACTORS & SUPPLIERS
(Richmond firms unless noted)

Also, Pleasants Hardware, hardware supplier; HIVA of Richmond, Inc., gypsum board contractor; H.E. Satterwhite, Inc., ceramic tile, Manson & Utley, Inc., acoustical treatment & resilient tile; Hodgman's, Inc., carpet; Lane Bros., Inc., painting contractor & paint supplier; Pittsburgh Paints, Pittsburgh, PA, paint manufacturer; General Tire & Rubber, Newcomerstown, OH, special wall finish; Maharam, Inc., wall covering; Steel Products, Inc., Glen Allen, specialties; Dover Elevator Co., elevator; Wes-Way Sprinkler Co., Inc., Mechanicsville, sprinkler contractor; Hajoca Corp., plumbing fixture supplier; Westinghouse Electric Corp., lighting fixtures/electrical equipment supplier, and The Howard P. Foley Co., electrical contractor.
THE SITE
A sloping corner property 133' x 141' with streets on two sides and existing manufacturing plants (of different vintage) on the other sides. The site was occupied by an existing one-story building housing mechanical equipment, an underground 100,000 gallon water storage tank, and three on-grade storage tanks, all of which had to remain.

THE PROGRAM
A new building for mixed use to serve as a focal point and main entrance (for both employees and visitors) for two existing buildings. Requirements included a large cafeteria and full kitchen to serve complete meals 24 hours a day, spacious employees' lockers and toilet facilities, offices for engineering staff and administrative personnel, and storage space for tobacco (in controlled temperature and humidity). Other requirements were the location of the main entrance on the corner nearest the parking areas and a covered area for off-street loading of tractor-trailers directly connected to all three buildings. Finally, and perhaps most important, the building's exterior design must serve as a unifying element for the two existing dissimilar buildings, one erected in 1937, the other in 1942, while presenting a modern but restrained appearance for a large, progressive, and diversified international company. Minor changes to the existing buildings were permitted in order to strengthen the unity of the complex.

THE SOLUTION
The new building is a four-story steel-framed structure with masonry curtain walls containing 47,000 square feet and erected on caissons over the existing tanks and mechanical building (without interruption in service). Owing to the slope of the site, the ground floor is partly below grade. The ramped covered entrance (meeting requirements for handicapped persons) leads directly to a secured lobby, employee spaces, cafeteria, and elevators to offices. Floor elevations were set to meet those of the existing floor levels.

Philip Morris, USA
Rawlings & Wilson, Architects, P.C.

Stockton Street Building • Location: Richmond

Project Architect/Designer, James Scott Rawlings, AIA, James River Chapter • PROJECT TEAM: James Scott Rawlings, AIA and Thomas A. Gannaway, III, AIA, Rawlings & Wilson, Architects, P.C.; Thomas Giles, Harris, Norman & Giles — Mechanical Engineers; James Tyree, Hankins & Anderson — Structural Engineers; Patricia Meek, Interior Planners; and Joseph Horner, Philip Morris, USA • CONSULTANTS: Mechanical Engineers, Hankins & Anderson, Inc.; Structural Engineers, Harris, Norman & Giles; Interior Design, Interior Planners; Kitchen Design, John G. Kolbe, Inc.; and Soils Engineer, Froehling & Robertson, Inc. • Surveyor, Chas. H. Fleet & Associates • OWNER AND OWNER'S REPRESENTATIVE: Philip Morris, USA and Joseph Horner • General Contractor, J. Kenyon Perrin Construction Co., Inc.
buildings. Interior design and colors were determined by the owner’s desire to provide a pleasing environment in which employees could take pride. Some of these features include a bright lobby with mirrored ceiling tiles, a colorful display for food in the serving line, cove lighting in a spacious cafeteria, and special patterns of paint in the locker areas.

A tunnel at the lowest street elevation provides truck access to all three structures.

The painted brick of the existing buildings is carried through on the exterior of the new building, as is the cast stone of one of the buildings. Because of the dissimilarity of the fenestration of the existing buildings, the new structure displays the horizontal bands of one with a recall of the single windows with segmental arches of the other. The horizontal openings of the new as well as those of one existing building are specially fabricated of bronze-tinted translucent block with bronze-glazed hopper vents to provide the desired diffused illumination, minimal heat gain, and humidity control. Thus, the scale, materials, texture, and fenestration of all three structures are consonant. Finally, the two adjacent buildings were repainted to match the new; electric service was placed underground; new sidewalks of brick were installed; and planting, including flowers, was introduced in specially designed spaces.

The building was completed in 1982 by the general contractor, J. Kennon Perrin Construction Co., Inc., for a cost below the project budget of $3,500,000.

J. Kennon Perrin Construction Co., Inc. of Richmond, the general contractor, also handled demolition and grading work.

**SUBCONTRACTORS & SUPPLIERS**

Crawford Exterminating Inc., Mechanicsville, termite control; E.G. Bowles Co., Richmond, asphalt paving; Lone Star Industries, Inc., Norfolk, concrete (ready mix); Bowker & Roden Inc., Richmond, reinforcing steel; Economy Cast Stone Co., Richmond, precast; Southern Brick Contractors Inc., Richmond, masonry; Lynchburg Steel Co., Inc., Monroe, structural steel; TMS Builders Supply, Richmond, millwork & wood doors; Richmond Primoid Inc., Richmond, waterproofing; G.T. Duke Insulation Co., Inc., Richmond, insulation; Higgins Roofing Company, roofing, flashing & roof accessories; E.S. Chappell & Son Inc., Richmond, joint sealers; J.S. Archer Co., Inc., Richmond, steel door & frames, overhead doors & special doors; Roanoke Engineering Sales Co., Inc., Richmond, folding partitions & toilet accessories; American Door & Glass Inc., Richmond, sliding glass doors, aluminum entrance, glass & glazing; Pleasants Hardware, Richmond, finish hardware; and Kalwall Corp., panel unit wall.

Also, A. Bertozzi Inc., Richmond, gypsum drywall; Bragg & Francis Tile & Marble Inc., Richmond, tile; Manson & Utley Inc., Charlottesville, acoustic ceiling & resilient flooring; Colonial Carpet & Installation Inc., Richmond, carpeting; R.D.C., Inc. of Virginia, Richmond, painting & wallcovering; James G. Thayer Company, toilet partitions; Virginia Engineering Sales Co., Richmond, louvers & vents; John G. Kolbe Inc., Richmond, food service equipment; Dover Elevator Company, Greensboro, NC, elevators; Capital Mechanical Contractors Inc., Richmond, HVAC & plumbing; Wes-Way Sprinkler Company Inc., Mechanicsville, sprinkler; and Northside Electric Company, Richmond, electrical.

---

When you have an exacting staff of Contract Hardware Experts and Architectural Hardware Consultants, you have to stock the best in Builders Hardware.

We do and we do.

**PLEASANTS HARDWARE**

Schlage LCN McKinney Stanley Sargent Russwin Rixson

Ives Baldwin Bradley Miami-Carey

Job site delivery

Pleasants now stocks Amweld hollow metal doors and frames

2024 W. BROAD 359-9381

"Most Anything" Since 1915 • Builders • Industrial • General Hardware

7:30 to 5:30 Mon thru Fri 8:00 to 5:00 Sat  Plenty of Parking
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R. E. Lee and Son, Inc.
1460 Hydraulic Road
Charlottesville, Virginia 22906
Telephone (804) 973-1321

Construction and Engineering Management Since 1939

C. C. Powell & Sons, Inc.
St. Reg. #7545
Quality Plumbing & Heating and Well Drilling
Member of Virginia & National Water Well Associations
Phone 804-696-3341
Highway 49 South — P. O. Box AE — Victoria, Va. 23974

CHARLOTTESVILLE GLASS & MIRROR CO.
"BEE-WARM INSULATION GLASS"
TEN YEAR WARRANTY
KAWNEER VISUAL STORE FRONT CONSTRUCTION
Distributor for MIRAWAL PORCELAIN BUILDING PANELS
24-Hour Emergency Service   Phone 293-9188
1428 East High Street        Charlottesville, Va. 22901

For an office that will complement your business call the professionals

Clover Hill Custodial Services
Professional Office & Home Cleaning
Bonded & Insured
804-276-6397
Roy L. Gentry
Owner

Colony Security Service, Inc.
Marshall Murphy, Jr., Pres. • Co-Owner
William B. Worsham, Jr.
Sec.-Treas. • Co-Owner
Security Guards
All Types of Security/24 Hr.
804-320-5918/7825 Midlothian Pike
Richmond, Va. 23235

THE CEILING and
FLOOR SHOP
Acoustical Ceiling & Floor Covering Contractors
Window Treatments
Acoustical Ceilings
Vinyl Floors
Carpeting
Ceramic Tile
Partition Systems
Interior Design Service
Phone 804-971-9999
105 W. Main St., Charlottesville, Va. 22901
Market Place
William A. Edgerton, AIA & Associates — Architects

Location: Charlottesville

Project Architect/Designer, W. A. Edgerton, AIA • Structural Engineer, Dunbar, Milby & Williams • Mechanical/Electrical Engineer, Systems II • Geotechnical Engineer, E. O. Gooch • General Contractor, R. E. Lee & Son, Inc. • Photography, William A. Edgerton, AIA.

Market Place is an office building in the historic district of downtown Charlottesville. The building has had a varied history as a livery, automobile dealership, and most recently the zoning and planning offices for the County of Albemarle. The entire interior of the existing building was gutted and a linear plan was developed (see Figure #1).

The most unique architectural elements in the existing building were the arched 10-foot-high windows. They were replaced with solid panes of insulating glass and ceiling heights were set to expose these arches on the interior.

The interior corridor is lit by nine skylights oriented on a north/south axis that have movable insulated shutters to allow the benefit of direct solar gain in the winter, or indirect northern light during the summer months. The shutters are adjusted manually twice a year at the beginning of the heating and cooling seasons.

No other heating or cooling is needed in this corridor space, and the benefits are transferred...
to the first floor by nine light wells. The office suites all have glass partitions adjoining this corridor to allow for the use of "daylighting" to reduce internal lighting needs and to create the sense of an "office street."

The plan (see figure #1) allows for nine separate office suites (four on the first floor and five on the second floor). These suites share a common reception area, conference room, kitchenette and bathrooms. All office suites pay proportionately for the use of these shared spaces, and the salary of the receptionist who mans a central telephone system, pre-wired to each office suite.

R.E. Lee & Son Inc. of Charlottesville was general contractor and handled carpentry.

SUBCONTRACTORS & SUPPLIERS
(Charlottesville firms unless noted)

BARR CONSTRUCTION COMPANY, INC.

General Contractor

130 Business Park Drive

P. O. Box 62425, Virginia Beach, Va. 23462

Phone 804-490-1261

GUillaume STEEL JOISTS

Manufacturers of:
LONG SPANS
GIRDERS
SHORT SPANS

122 S. Witchduck Road
Virginia Beach, Virginia 23462

Suppliers of:
METAL ROOF DECK
METAL FORM DECK
METAL FLOOR DECK

GUillaume STEEL ACCEPTED THE CHALLENGE

To fabricate the arched joists for the
Virginia Beach Arts & Conference Center

Members of Steel Joist Institute Since 1959
Western Termite & Pest Control
The Design Collaborative/Laszlo Aranyi, AIA — Architect

Branch Office • Location: Virginia Beach

Project Architect/Designer, Richard J. Fitts, AIA • Landscape Architect, Thomas J. Steele & Associates • Site Engineer/Surveyor, C. Allan Bamforth, Jr. • Structural Engineer, Stroud-Pence & Associates Ltd. • Mechanical/Electrical Engineer, Farley Engineering, P.C. • Geotechnical Engineer, ATEC Associates, Inc. • General Contractor, L. J. Hoy, Inc.

Western Termite and Pest Control maintains offices throughout the Mid-Atlantic states and has been providing pest control for homes and businesses since 1928. The nature of their business is not conducive to walk-in traffic, so a visible site and high-quality buildings are important to help establish their presence in a community.

The new building features passive solar design and natural daylighting. It is expected to save 30-50% on energy bills. The new site houses approximately 20 employees and contains 3,200 square feet of offices and storage space.

Situated on a corner lot on a main thoroughfare—Virginia Beach Boulevard and Ash Avenue—the new office building is a standing testimonial to the success and efficiency of the company.

A facade of white concrete masonry units of varying sizes wraps the L-shaped building with three curved corners. Having the appearance of rough stone, the pattern created by the changing sizes and textures gives the building curb-appeal and visual interest. Curving the three corners of the building produces a lengthening effect to the one-story structure. A slanted, copper-colored roof on the clerestory adds a vertical focal point to the exterior.

The entrance to the building is from the parking lot on the south side. Double-glazed south-facing windows bring natural daylighting into the offices located on the south side and clerestories bring light to the work space located on the north side. An air-lock entryway with two sets of doors insulates against unwanted heat loss or heat gain.

Direct solar gain will provide space heating during the sunny days of winter when the low-angled sun comes through the south-facing windows. Overhangs designed to block out high-angled summer rays provide natural shading to all the windows. Operable windows allow for natural ventilation during temperate days.

Realizing the need for ample storage space, the architect designed a length of closets down a long hallway accessible through a series of louvered wood doors. Chemical storage is confined to a specially designed concrete warehouse area with security fencing and special ventilating fans with automatic safety sensors. A meeting room and staff training facility containing a small kitchen serves many purposes.

During daylight hours, the building operates entirely on natural daylight, with no artificial light required.

L.J. Hoy, Inc. of Norfolk was general contractor.

SUBCONTRACTORS & SUPPLIERS
W.L. Birsch, Chesapeake, Bel-Ty Utilities, Virginia Beach & Rae Construction Co., Norfolk, site work; Sadler Materials Corp., Norfolk, concrete contractor; Virginia Masonry Inc., Chesapeake, masonry supplier; Barnum-Bruns Iron Works Inc., Chesapeake, steel supplier; Sound Structures Inc., Richmond, USS joists; National Roofing Corp., Chesapeake, roofing; Colonial Insulation Inc., Norfolk, insulation; Powell-McClellan Lumber Co., Inc., Norfolk, millwork; Kitchen Towne Distributors Inc., Norfolk, cabinets; Sureguard Waterproofing Inc., Virginia Beach, waterproofing; and Seaboard Building Supply Co., Virginia Beach, hollow metal & accessories.

Also, Colonial Insulation Inc., Virginia Beach, windows; Girard Construction Inc., Virginia Beach, ceramic tile; Ferrell Linoleum & Tile Co., Inc., Norfolk, acoustical treatment; Ceramic Tile of Florida Inc., Virginia Beach, carpet; David R. Beck, Norfolk, painting contractor; A & M Plumbing, Norfolk, plumbing contractor; Bay Harbour Mechanical Ltd., Virginia Beach, heating/ventilating/air conditioning contractor; James W. Combs Electrical, Chesapeake, electrical contractor; Chesapeake Door & Hardware Company, Chesapeake, hardware; Tidewater Plastering and Drywall Inc., Virginia Beach, drywall & Dryvit; Door Engineering Corp., Norfolk, toilet partitions & dock bumpers; Anchor Fence Div., Anchor Post Products, Inc., Virginia Beach, mesh partitions; and Hubbard Brothers Co., Norfolk, blinds.
T. D. Fraley & Sons Inc.
H. E. Fraley, President
Brickmason Contractors
214 North Fayette Street
Alexandria, Virginia 22314
Telephone 549-8114

We are proud of our work as the masonry contractors for the 103 & 101½ South Union Street and the Dempsey/Carter House projects featured in this issue.

Graham, Van Leer & Elmore Co., Inc.
8453-A Tyco Road
Vienna, Va. 22180
Folding walls, doors & partitions  Skylights
Demountable partitions  Walkway covers
Wire mesh partitions  Laboratory furniture
Balanced entrance doors
Tectum roof decks & acoustic panels

The Danville Lumber and Manufacturing Co.
Catering to Architectural Detail Millwork
Phone 792-8811  Colquohoun Street
P. O. Drawer 3343, Danville, Va. 24543

CROSS CONSTRUCTION CORP.
Commercial—Industrial

State Registration 
#16798

825 Greenbrier Circle
Chesapeake, Virginia 23220
Phone 804-420-1116
Located in the Airport Industrial Park, Diamond Springs Road, Virginia Beach, this 60,000 square foot office/warehouse is the fifth building of an existing Armada/Hoffler Company office/industrial complex.

The site was purchased next to an existing four building complex. The client requested that the office/warehouse facility be designed to be a part of the existing complex. Through site planning, a symmetrical look was given to the complex by bringing the office/warehouse facility closer to Diamond Springs Road. (See site plan.) To make the fifth building blend with the existing buildings, similar masonry materials were utilized.

Leasable space within the facility is designed to be flexible. For example, the office/warehouse can accommodate either one tenant at 60,000 square feet or six tenants with 10,000 square feet each. Or, depending on individual tenant
space requirements, it may be subdivided into various spaces at 10,000 square foot increments.

Cross Construction Corp. of Chesapeake was general contractor.

SUBCONTRACTORS & SUPPLIERS

Also J.D. Miles & Sons, Inc., Chesapeake, roofing; Mid-Atlantic Supply Inc. of Virginia, glass & storefront; Door Engineering Corp., Norfolk, metal doors & frames & hardware supplier; Tidewater Plastering & Drywall Inc., Virginia Beach, gypsum board contractor; Bay Tile & Carpet Co., Portsmouth, carpet; Dagenhart Sprinkler Co., Norfolk, sprinkler contractor; Byler Plumbing Co., Virginia Beach, plumbing contractor; Aircon Ltd., Chesapeake, heating & ventilating contractor; L.E. Ballance Electrical Service Inc., Chesapeake, electrical contractor.

William H. Metcalfe & Sons, Inc.

Heating & Air Conditioning

COMMERCIAL — INDUSTRIAL — RESIDENTIAL

St. Reg. #9315

9007 Clinton Street, Clinton, Maryland 20735
BuildAmerica No. 7
Beery, Rio & Associates — Architect

Location: Bailey’s Crossroads

Program
It was the desire of the owner/developer to redesign the facade of the already established warehouse/office complexes to project an image that would attract a predominantly retail user. Moreover, the program called for them to keep with the established floor and core plans and to incorporate the colors, textures and materials adopted by previous BuildAmerica complexes.

Site
The 4.42 acre site is located adjacent to the Skyline Towers Apartments in a transitional district between the commercial and residential areas of Bailey’s Crossroads in Northern Virginia. The major artery, S. George Mason Drive, parallels the long northern side and curves southward along the western side of the narrow site.

Solution
The complex consists of two buildings comprised of 11 individual bays each. Offices are housed in two two-story bays at each end that anchor the center retail bays which playfully project, recede and step along the slope of the site. The entire complex has the possibility of housing 60 individual users in 72,192 sq. ft. gross area.

As in previous BuildAmerica projects the materials used were brick, storefront and stucco. The party walls expressed in white stucco serve as a strong visual accent, identifying each individual bay by framing each unit facade and sign. Flat stucco walls with small punched windows clearly define the ends of the buildings and further differentiate the office from retail space. The addition to this project is the introduction of a cantilevered bronze aluminum standing seam fascia which provides a covered walk while unifying the building as a whole. The lively use of bold orange lettering for building and project signs, which has been a trademark of BuildAmerica, further unifies the present project.

By adding a new element compatible to the standard materials, textures and color of previous projects, BuildAmerica at Skyline projects a fresh contemporary image while keeping the identifying elements of all BuildAmerica projects.

Edsall Corp. of Alexandria, was general contractor.

Subcontractors & Suppliers
United Virginia Bank
Helbing Lipp, Ltd. — Architects

Branch, Additions and Renovation • Location: McLean

Landscape Architect, Donald A. Nesmith • Interior Design, United Virginia Bank • General Contractor, E. H. Glover, Inc. • Photography, David A. Lipp.

SITE DESCRIPTION
The site has a total of 361 L.F. of frontage on two of the most prominent streets in McLean: Dolley Madison Boulevard (Rt. 123) and Chain Bridge Road. The structure fronts on both of these roads and faces east. The rear of the property (west) is screened from the adjoining residential development by mature rows of evergreen trees. The south side of the property abuts an existing commercial strip shopping center.

The existing building was sited in the middle of the property, with circulation on all sides and parking utilizing the majority of the remaining area.

OWNER'S PROGRAM
The program called for the renovation and expansion of a 6981 S.F. structure, designed in 1957 as a neighborhood branch bank. Over the years the services and clientele of this branch increased so dramatically that the present structure was inadequate. The surrounding community had grown up around the bank leaving it "dated" in its appearance.

The owner felt that since this was one of their highest volume branches serving a very affluent clientele, and located on a highly visible and prominent corner, it was time to expand and modernize this branch. They wanted a unique building, one that would utilize the existing structure to the greatest extent possible, and one that would transform its present outdated appearance into a modern architectural statement. Program requirements were as follows:
- Bank had to stay in operation
- Four private offices
- Conference room
- Automatic teller machine area
- Increased vault space
- Increased parking
- Handicapped provisions
- Modernized interior

DESIGN SOLUTION
A 1452 S.F. addition and face lift was designed to blend into the existing structure and at the same time update the appearance to a modern banking facility. The main entry was shifted from its existing corner location, to one more central to the lobby. The automatic teller machines were located on the most prominent corner for maximum visibility and user accessibility.

(Continued)
The saw-tooth design of the offices evolved as a result of existing site constraints in this area of expansion, mainly the need to maintain existing vehicular travel lane distance along this side of the building. The rhythm of this saw-tooth spacing was subtly repeated in the spacing of piers across the lobby front.

An addition to the existing vault was designed to save the cost of a second door. Employee parking was reworked in the northeast corner of the site with a net increase of eight spaces.

Consideration was given to conserving energy in the design by the use of the following materials and techniques:
- Additional roof insulation
- Single ply white roofing
- Tinted insulated glazing
- Window size and placement
- Zoned HVAC heat pump systems
- Front entry vestibule

COST DATA
Project Budget: $390,000.00
Final Cost: $364,000.00

E. H. Glover, Inc., Fairfax, was general contractor and handled sodding, seeding, etc., foundations, concrete work, masonry work, stonework and carpentry.

SUBCONTRACTORS & SUPPLIERS

Bayport Construction Corp.

General Contractor
St. Reg. #16853
Commercial — Industrial
Phone 804-425-0004
1276 Credle Road, Virginia Beach, Va. 23454

Dodd Brothers, Inc.

Plastering, Dry Wall and Finestone Contractors

P. O. Box 251
Phone 703-560-1310
Falls Church, Virginia 22046

Timber Truss

Housing Systems, Inc.

Manufacturer of
- Engineered Floor & Roof Trusses
- Pre-Framed Wall Sections
- Pease Insulated Door Units
- Pre-Hung Wood Door Units
- Packaged Homes
- Crestline Wood Windows

New — Exciting

Dial 387-0273
525 McClelland Street
Salem, Virginia

Interior Systems

Manson & Utley, Inc.

353-2100
3310 Rosedale Ave.
Richmond, Va. 23230
Charlottesville
973-4405

Architects

Our Toro underground irrigation systems

Can Do It Better

than your customer can, manually!

Johnson Irrigation Corporation

810 Research Road
Richmond, Va. 23236
(804) 794-4218

Roanoke—Lynchburg Area
(703) 345-0238

Designs

Installations

Service

Sales

Residential Commercial Athletic Fields Golf Courses
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WHERE WE ARE SERVICE PROUD

ECK SUPPLY CO.
LIGHTING FIXTURES
SWITCH GEAR SUPPLIER

5894 THURSTON AVE • VIRGINIA BEACH, VA 23455
TELEPHONE 804-460-1161

PEG-BERN ELECTRIC
INC.

Industrial—Commercial

Phone 301-340-1040

640 Lofstrand Lane
Rockville, Md.

HOT MIX ASPHALT PAVING

SUPERIOR PAVING CORP.

SERVING
NORTHERN VIRGINIA
Paving Subcontractor for the
Engineering-Science
Office Building
Featured in This Issue

St. Reg. #15539

Box 379
CENTREVILLE, VA. 22020
703-631-0004

E. M. Martin, Inc.

CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA.

Roofing and Sheet Metal
Contractors

AIR CONDITIONING
HEATING—VENTILATING

Phone 293-8177
821 Albemarle
P. O. Box 749
Charlottesville, Va.
Engineering Science, Inc.
Ward/Hall Associates, AIA — Architects

Office • Location: Oakton

PROJECT
A 65,000 square foot office building for a research company with provision for lab space and storage and handling of flammable liquid. The top floor of the building is designed as speculative office space for their future expansion.

PROGRAM
Major design goals included:
A. Sensitive siting to retain the existing vegetation.
B. Low building mass to maintain the scale of the area.
C. Pleasant working environment for employees in laboratories and offices.
D. Clear definition of public and employee areas and entry points.

SITE
The site is suburban, bounded on the southeast by Chain Bridge Road, a busy local road and on the southwest by small side streets from which access to the site is provided. It is wooded with mature trees.

SOLUTION
The building is oriented to retain the mature trees, to provide a landscaped buffer from the busy Chain Bridge Road, and to organize the site into public and employee areas. The southwestern site area contains visitor parking and the visitors' entrance while the northeastern site area, on the other side of the building, is used for employee parking and entrance. The building is massed in three stories above grade and one earth-sheltered office/lab level. This reduces its effective visual mass allowing it to settle into the landscape as perceived from the major vehicular approach from the south. The earth-sheltered level achieves an energy savings by reducing the area of exterior wall exposed to thermal cycling.

Daylight is provided to perimeter offices at the subterranean level by use of sloped glazing overhead while the interior zone is well suited to lab work where control of light is important. In order to further enhance the office working environment of this level, the southern corner is carved away forming a sunken semi-private garden. Building mass above is also cut back at each level to maximize sun penetration into this garden and to create the appropriate scale to the visitors' entrance at grade level. A major vertical element, a glass block enclosed metal stair ties ground floor office area above with this lower office level and garden. The space is further articulated and enriched by a composition of elements (bridge, transparent gridded entry plane, retaining wall, canopy) which also works to define the visitors' entry spatial sequence.

The visitors' entry, focused on the southern corner, is comprised of a series of spaces passing over the bridge: uncovered exterior, covered exterior, exterior compressed by overhead canopy, and finally interior after passing through the glazed gridded entry plane. From the bridge, the visitor can view the semi-private garden below but has no direct access to it. The employee entry (from the opposite side) passes through a similar sequence of spaces and pene-
CUT OUT AND SAVE

Baird Drywall & Acoustic, Inc.
COMMERICAL—INDUSTRIAL—INSTITUTIONAL
St. Reg. #19461
Phone 703/563-1306
1 Clover Avenue
Roanoke, Va. 24012
Bonded Contractor

The project combines a rich variety of spaces for employees and visitors alike. It was completed in 1982 meeting a budget of $3.4 million.

Scott-Long Construction, Inc. of Fairfax was general contractor and handled carpentry and structural wood.

SUBCONTRACTORS & SUPPLIERS

SOUTHERN IRON WORKS
Industrial
Steel Fabrication
Commercial
Electronics Drive
SPRINGFIELD, VIRGINIA
Phone 703-354-5500

DALE LUMBER COMPANY, INC.
CUSTOM MILLWORK
217 GORDON ROAD
FALLS CHURCH, VIRGINIA 22046
(703)-534-8600
Allstate Components Corporation
A Shelter Systems Company
Fabricators of Engineered Roof & Floor Truss Building Systems

633 STONE CHAPEL ROAD
P. O. BOX 508
WESTMINSTER, MARYLAND 21157
TELEPHONE 301-924-2840

We are very proud of our participation in the Evergreen Square Office Condominiums Featured in This Issue.

Trowbridge Steel Co., Inc.

Fabricated Reinforcing
Welded Wire Fabrics

Phone 703-471-5321
Route 1 — Box 24-A
Sterling, Virginia 22170

Booth & Company Inc.

General Contractor
St. Reg. A-15303

COMMERCIAL — INDUSTRIAL RESIDENTIAL

Phone 804-392-6197
Route 460 West Farmville, Va.
P.O. Box 508 23901

Gallaher Equipment Co. Inc.

SALES - SERVICE RENTALS
P & H CRANES BROS ROLLERS
RO STINGERS ALLIED HAMMERS
GROUND POUNDERS MILLER BLOCKS
COMPRESSORS DARDA ROCK SPLITTERS
SELMA MANLIFTS YAUN-WILLIAMS BUCKETS

CASE

BAKER BROTHERS, INC.
Roanoke Staunton
(703) 344-2061 (703) 344-2061
Parts—Service—Rentals
CASE CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT
HOMELITE PUMPS, GENERATORS, SAWS
(Chairman—Roanoke Only)
Evergreen Square Office Condominiums

Brown, Donald, LeMay & Page — Architects
(Formerly Brown & Page, Architects)

Location: Annandale (Fairfax County)

Site Engineer/Surveyor, McLaughlin Ghent Assoc. • Structural Engineer, Uwe K. Hinz, P.E. • Mechanical/Electrical Engineer, Hurst & Associates • General Contractor, Eugene Simpson & Brother, Inc. • Photography, Fredde Lieberman/Douglas Brewer.

Evergreen Square Office Condominiums are located within easy access to major area business centers and are surrounded by a high density residential population.

This project contains 34,000 sq. ft. of office space divided into three buildings of two- and three-stories in height. Both one- and two-story units are offered, ranging in size from approximately 1300 sq. ft. to 2616 sq. ft.

The building group, designed to complement the adjacent residential construction and still be identifiable as an office project, was terraced down the sloping site and a landscaped courtyard was created to which many of the units are oriented. Each office unit is provided with a separate exterior entrance. Arrangement of the entries allows the expansion of the office space horizontally and/or vertically giving the developer added flexibility to meet the needs of potential purchasers.

A structural framework of exterior masonry bearing walls and posts supporting composite wood beams was used in conjunction with prefabricated wood floor and roof trusses as part of the program to utilize standard building materials and construction details. Individually controlled energy efficient electric heat pumps were designed into each office module to provide maximum environmental control. In addition to the heat pumps, operable thermal glazed windows were provided to take advantage of mild climatic conditions in both the spring and fall months.

Eugene Simpson & Brother, Inc. of Alexandria was general contractor.

SUBCONTRACTORS & SUPPLIERS
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T. O. Williams Meat Packing Facility
Talbot & Associates, Ltd. — Architect

Location: Portsmouth

Project Architect/Designer, T. L. Ainscough, Sr. • Structural Engineer, Stroud, Pence & Associates, Ltd. • Mechanical Engineer, Avant Engineering • Electrical Engineer, Farley Engineering • Geotechnical Engineer, ATEC Associates of Va., Inc. • General Contractor, S. R. International, Inc. • Photography, T. L. Ainscough.

S. R. International, Inc. offered these services including removal from existing plant and relocation into the new, while the architect provided the design and engineering services. The combination of construction techniques, detailed planning, and plant processing knowledge allowed them to reduce the square footage of the new building by 50% less than the old building, and to increase productivity at the same time.

Another technique used to solve the time problem was a fast track design method, a process by which you contract out portions of work prior to completion of final design, for example, site or foundation work and major equipment purchases. The design time for the project stays the same, but construction time is cut. This technique is not applicable in all construction, but works very well in projects where decisions are made early and held to, and where there has been extensive and thorough preliminary planning.

The client opened his new 13,600 s.f. facility in August 1982.

SUBCONTRACTORS & SUPPLIERS

Welch Pile Driving Corp., Virginia Beach, piling; Winn Nursery, Inc., Norfolk, landscaping materials; R.J. Kehl Landscaping Contractor, Chesapeake, landscaping contractor; J&J Concrete Contractors, Inc., Chesapeake, concrete contractor; Eastman Corp., Virginia Beach, masonry contractor; Jones & Frank, Norfolk, miscellaneous metal; B & J Roofing & Home Improvement, Chesapeake, roofing; Virginia-Carolina Steel, Inc., Norfolk, handrails; Wenger Tile & Plastering Co., Inc., Norfolk, waterproofing; Sonneborn, Minneapolis, MN, caulking; Door Engineering Corp., Norfolk, metal doors & frames & wood doors; Batchelder & Collins, Inc., Norfolk, gypsum board contractor; Stonhard, Inc., Maple Shade, NJ, special flooring; C.E. Thurston & Sons, Inc., Richmond, special wall finish.

Also, Bodner & Manuel, Inc., Norfolk, specialties; J.R. Helton Plumbing, Virginia Beach, plumbing contractor; C & P Air Conditioning Corp., Norfolk, heating/ventilating/air conditioning contractor; Arc Electric Inc., Chesapeake, electrical contractor.
**PERLITE TAPERED PANEL SYSTEMS**

**SAVE**

1/8" INCLINE Save 8 ft of fill and only 1 mopping for 16 feet

**SAVE**

3/16" INCLINE Save 4 ft of fill and only 1 mopping for 8 feet

**SAVE**

1/4" INCLINE Save 4 ft of fill and only 1 mopping for 8 feet

---

**ASPHALT IS ON TOP!**

On top of 94% of our nation's highways!

It's no wonder that hot-mix asphalt is the number one choice of pavement designers and builders. Simply stated, it's stronger, safer and more economical to construct and maintain, and is 100% recyclable.

Smooth, joint-free asphalt results in superior riding qualities—not only in terms of comfort, but energy-wise as well.

Longer-lasting asphalt increases visibility of traffic markings, reduces glare, quickens the melting of ice and snow.

When repairs are needed around utility cuts and installations they can be accomplished quickly and economically without special expensive equipment.

To learn more about the advantages of asphalt, please call or write

**VIRGINIA ASPHALT ASSOCIATION, INC.**

1500 FOREST AVE., RANDOLPH BLDG., SUITE 212 • BOX K236, RICHMOND, VA. 23288 • (804) 288-3169

---

**OAKWAY MANUFACTURING, INC.**

Formerly Cant Strip Mfg. of North Carolina

1409 East Boulevard
Charlotte, North Carolina 28203

Sales 704-333-0539
Administrative 1-800-521-1059

---
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The finest craftsmen to produce the finest product.

Combining the experience of our metal fabrication specialists and skilled craftsmen assures our customers of the finest quality fabrication found anywhere in the industry. Cushing serves many fine firms in Virginia as well as surrounding states with pride behind every job.

Custom fabrication of aluminum, steel and other metals is a Cushing specialty. Just a few of the items include U.L. approved pull boxes, range hoods, and sandwich panel casings including custom designed carports, window frames and doors for homes, as well as heavy duty conveyors, catwalks, and toll booths for industry.

Let us put our heads together for you.

Cushing.
Manufacturing & Equipment Co.
P.O. Box 24365, 2901 Commerce Road
Richmond, Virginia 23224 • Telephone (804) 231-1161

Putting Cleaver-Brooks® In Your Plans...

There's a World of Difference!

W. WALLACE NEALE CO.
3991 DEEP ROCK ROAD
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA 23233
TELEPHONE 270-1281

ATEC Associates, Inc.
8918 Herrmann Drive
Columbia, MD 21045
301-997-0210

CONSULTING
GEOTECHNICAL & MATERIALS ENGINEERS

ATEC Associates of VA, Inc.
5649K General Washington Dr.
Alexandria, VA 22312 — 703-941-3037
7611 Sewells Point Rd.
Norfolk, VA 23513 — 804-583-1557

Geotechnical Engineers for the Western Termite & Pest Control Building, Virginia Beach and the T. O. Williams Meat Packing Facility, Portsmouth Featured in This Issue

Richmond Primoid Inc.
WATERPROOFING
Commercial . . Industrial
Masonry
Restoration & Maintenance
P.O. Box 1383 Dial 644-4561
Richmond, Virginia

A KAR DOCTOR
At Home — At Work
On The Spot Repairs
Auto Service Dept. on Wheels
Car Won't Start? Call Doc!
Avoid Expensive Towing
Convenience — Quality Work
Reasonable Prices
Tune-Ups • Fuel & Water Pumps
Carburetors • Batteries
Starters & Alternators
Brake & Clutch Service
Transmissions Serviced
(Available with Other Service)
Over 17 Years Experience
Fred Bennett — Owner
Ask About Our Scheduled
Preventative Maintenance Program
Call 253-1753
115 Druid Dr., Williamsburg, Va.
In Those Quiet Times . . .

by Ralph Snell, AIA

In those quiet times between projects, say from 1977 to 1982, architects' thoughts turn to two things: brochures and logos.

The premier prerequisite for any architectural firm is to have a logo. It sets the mood. Creates the image. In those quiet times, new images are sought. After all, if business is this bad it has to be because of our image. Let's have a new logo.

Some firms do it in-house. A partner doodles. Or a competition is held. Electric erasers are awarded.

Some firms hire graphic artists. The graphic artist probably doodles or holds an in-house competition. Graphic artists give away cash.

Logos almost always incorporate key letters from the firm's name. Lots of firms are known only by their letters. My firm, HTB, finally dumped all the meanings behind the letters (Hudgins, Thompson, and Ball—of course, the originators' names) and now is officially HTB. Not to be confused with HNTB. Or HOK. Or HDR. Personally, I think BLT is a little more memorable, and a lot more fulfilling.

Four friends of mine once thought they would go into business together. Their initials: SOMM. They thought that might be trademark infringement, or something like that, so they changed their name. To MOMS Architects. I can almost see the logo now. I'm sure it would incorporate an apple pie.

Well, it wasn't to be. The M's formed their own firm. M&M's. And SO hooked up with another S. That's right. SOS Architects. At least it wasn't a B.

The letters in logos usually end up all shoved together or somehow intertwined. Readability is not a hallmark of architects' logos.

Color is important. Though some still stick to black on white, and some went earthy with brown on tan—the frontline firms seem to be opting for red. Red is eye-grabbing, attention-getting, nominally artsy (without being offensively so) and respectfully flashy. It looks designed.

Once a logo is found, it turns up on everything from tee shirts to job signs. Wouldn't it be refreshing if it was readable?

And speaking of readable, have you ever read an architect's brochure? I had the opportunity, a few years back, in a firm I was formerly associated with, to read a number of architects' brochures. It was research for that firm's new brochure. Yes, it was one of those quiet times.

In those quiet times, when architects' thoughts turn to brochures and logos they evidently also turn to something else: Philosophies of Design. Almost invariably, the opening pages of architects' brochures contain such intellectual bonbons. Little sweet nuggets of drivel. Or visions of interstellar space. Spaceship Earth in a cosmic opera.

Pictures are important in architects' brochures. Pictures of trees. Pictures of the sky. Pictures of vast landscapes or parking lots. And somewhere—way off in the distance—a building. Or way up close—a brick. Pictures that conclusively prove the professional or amateur status of the photographer and say little about the building.

Pictures of people: the principals, key personnel, the receptionist. More of the receptionist. Pictures of all these people at work—frozen at a moment when everyone just happens to be dressed in three piece suits and is gathered around an unrolled set of drawings. Someone is pointing. Or pictures out on the job site. In the same three piece suit. And the same tie. Talking with the job superintendent, who is semi-successfully suppressing a barely visible smirk. Or pictures showing the principal at the desk of a young intern. Pointing. And smiling.

Of course, by the time the brochure is printed, half of those photographed have left the firm's employ. Architects' brochures get out of date fast. Architects have tried to get around this with Flexible Formats. Pull-outs. Hand-outs. Plug-ins. Pockets. Inserts. Slip sheets. Attachments. All in an effort to keep up-to-date, to customize. Sometimes it works. Sometimes it falls on its face. Usually it falls on the floor.
J. S. ARCHER COMPANY, INC.
COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL DOORS

ROLLING DOORS
OVERHEAD DOORS
SLIDING DOORS
FLEXIBLE DOORS
DOOR OPERATORS
METAL DOORS
WOOD DOORS
METAL FRAMES

- HARDWARE -
SALES — INSTALLATION — SERVICE

We are proud of our participation
in the Jesse Ball DuPont Memorial Library,
the Buford Fire Station and the Stockton Street
Building for Philip Morris, USA
featured in this issue.

FROEHLING & ROBERTSON, INC.
MATERIALS TESTING & INSPECTION — ENGINEERS & CHEMISTS

FARMVILLE, VIRGINIA 23901

ANNANDALE MILLWORK
CORP.
Routes 15 & 55
P.O. Box 38
Phone 591-7304
Haymarket, Va. 22069

Prefab Stairways &
Prehung Door Units
Stock and Special Millwork

ANNANDALE MILLWORK
CORP.
Routes 15 & 55
P.O. Box 38
Phone 591-7304
Haymarket, Va. 22069

Prefab Stairways &
Prehung Door Units
Stock and Special Millwork

Glen Construction
Company of Virginia, Inc.

9055 Comprint Court
Gaithersburg, Maryland 20877
(301) 258-2700

General Contractor
Va. State Reg. #6801
As northern Chesterfield County grew rapidly in the 1970s, the need for improved fire protection became increasingly apparent. In order to meet this need, Chesterfield County engaged Moseley-Hening Associates, Inc. to design an up-to-date fire protection facility for the Bon Air area. The result is Fire Station No. 9, one of the first of the new stations designed for the County's new fulltime firemen's staff.

Design and site selection was started early in 1981. As planning progressed, input from the Chesterfield Fire Department staff played a major role in establishing design direction. Interviews with staff members helped to shape a building which is responsive to the particular program needs of the department. For example, the department prefers hose drying towers to electric dryers. They save on energy costs, and can double as a training feature. A 40-foot tower thus became the building's most prominent exterior feature.

The station is a two-story masonry bearing wall structure utilizing steel framing that features a double-height apparatus room. Upon entering the public lobby, a visitor's attention is focused immediately upon firefighting equipment viewed through a large window to the apparatus room that is beyond the reception-control counter. The trucks become an integral part of the architectural experience and the building is designed with as much open space as possible. Super graphics designed by the architects to provide
safety reminders to the staff are decorative and colorful as well.

The first floor dayroom and adjacent dining area offer a retreat for firefighters who are on duty for twenty-four (24) consecutive hours. They do their own cooking in the fully equipped kitchen. Since they spend so much of their time in the building, the firefighters appreciate the warm color palette of the interiors and the generous use of natural lighting.

The second floor houses a classroom used for training purposes, as well as bunkroom, lockers and toilets. Access to the apparatus room is gained with a quick slide down the traditional brass pole.

G.E. Peterson General Contractor, Inc. of Highland Springs was general contractor and handled Portland Cement concrete paving, concrete work, rough carpentry, slab perimeter insulation, fiberglass insulation and special flooring.

**SUBCONTRACTORS & SUPPLIERS**

Richmond Termite Company, Richmond, termite control; Sneed’s Nursery & Garden Center, Richmond, landscape work; E.G. Bowles Company, Richmond, asphalt concrete paving; Triangle Plumbing & Heating, Inc., Richmond, sewer collection system & plumbing; F.G. Pruitt, Inc., Richmond, storm sewer; Southern Brick Contractors, Inc., Richmond, unit masonry, cavity wall & loose fill; Browning Steel Co., Inc., Richmond, structural steel, steel joists, metal decking, metal fabrications & miscellaneous sheet metal; TMS Builders Supply, Richmond, architectural woodwork & wood doors; A. Bertozzi, Inc., Richmond, fiberglass batts (in drywall partition & over drywall or plastered ceilings) & gypsum drywall; N.W. Martin & Brothers, Inc., Richmond, built-up roofing system, flashing & sheet metal, metal roofing & roof accessories; Commercial Caulking Co., Richmond, joint sealers; Roanoke Engineering & Sales Co., Inc., Richmond, steel doors & frames & toilet accessories; J.S. Archer Co., Inc., Richmond, sectional overhead doors; Hope’s Windows, Mechanicsville, steel windows; and Tom Jones Hardware Co., Inc., Richmond, builders hardware.

Also, Walker & LaBerge Co., Inc., Richmond, glass & glazing; B.R. Gery Tile & Marble Co., Richmond, tile; Manson & Utley, Inc., Richmond, acoustical ceilings, resilient flooring & carpeting; Commonwealth Painting & Decorating Co., Richmond, painting; J.H. Pence Co., Richmond, metal lockers; Bender’s Venetian Blinds, Inc., Richmond, window treatment; Architectural Industrial Products Co.—Div. of Jeffers Corp., Richmond, motor operated hoists; Varina Refrigeration Service, Inc., Richmond; heating/ventilating/air conditioning contractor; Richmond Sprinkler Corp., Richmond, sprinkler system; Tolley Electrical Corp., Ashland, general provisions, basic materials & methods, standby generator, service & distribution, lighting & communications.
Jessie Ball DuPont Memorial Library
Interplan — Architect

Location: Stratford Hall Plantation, Westmoreland County

Project Architect, Robert W. Stewart, AIA • Landscape Architect, Griswold, Winters & Swain • Structural/Mechanical/Electrical Engineer, Harris, Norman & Giles • General Contractor, Taylor & Parrish, Inc. • Photography, Richard Cheek and Jakob Joffe.
The Robert E. Lee Memorial Association, which owns and maintains Stratford Hall, the birthplace of Robert E. Lee in Westmoreland County, also owns a significant library of material related to the Lee family, 18th century life and history, and related topics. Various collections which were given to the Association had been stored in various places, some of which did not provide ideal conditions for the preservation of the books or their use by visiting scholars, until a grant from The Jessie Ball DuPont Religious, Charitable & Educational Fund made construction of this library possible.

The library contains a large reading room, which is also used for meetings and lectures. A serving kitchen and a terrace off this space are available for related social events. Stacks are located on a lower level, which is large enough to provide a large expansion of the collection. Archives and storage of Association records and memorabilia are located on a mezzanine level over office spaces and a conference room.

The building is planned to provide for a variety of future events which will bring visitors to Stratford to learn 18th century history. An annual spring Seminar for high school teachers selected from applicants nationwide is the first of these events to be instituted.

The library is part of a Master Plan for visitors' facilities at the Plantation which was developed under the guidance of Leslie Cheek, Jr., Director Emeritus of the Virginia Museum.

Taylor & Parrish, Inc. of Richmond was general contractor for the project.

SUBCONTRACTORS & SUPPLIERS
Binswanger Glass Company, Richmond, glass; F. Richard Wilton, Jr., Inc., Richmond, drywall; Woodward Electric Co., Inc., Bowling Green, electrical work & HVAC work; H.J. Hoits & Son, Richmond, painting; Liphart Steel Co., Inc., Richmond, steel; Fendley Floor & Ceiling, Inc., Richmond, sheet vinyl, acoustical tile & carpet; Capital Masonry Corp., Richmond, masonry; N.W. Martin & Bros., Inc., Richmond, roofing; H. Beckstoffer’s Sons, Inc., Richmond, millwork; J.S. Archer Company, Inc., Richmond, hollowmetal doors & frames; Pleasants Hardware, Richmond, hardware; Baker & Hazelwood Mechanical Contractors, Inc., Richmond, plumbing; Martin Fireproofing Corp., Buffalo, New York, roof deck.
Burglars usually enter through broken windows. Windows glazed with General Electric Company’s LEXAN sheet are guaranteed against breakage. LEXAN sheet, the world’s toughest glazing material is UL listed burglary-resisting. It is widely used in windows where safety and/or security are important.

In schools, banks, retail stores, office buildings, factories and many other structures across the country, LEXAN sheet protects people and property beautifully. And provides better insulation than glass.

To learn more about the amazing glazing that bars burglars, call us today.
Community Physicians Office Building
Barnes and Folck Architects, P.C.

Location: Expressway Business Park, Virginia Beach

Project Architect/Designer, J. Fletcher Barnes • Site Engineer/Surveyor, Langley and McDonald, P.C. • Structural Engineer, Ablouness, Cross and Bradshaw, Inc. • Mechanical/Electrical Engineer, Bowman and Associates, P.C. • Interior Design, Barnes and Folck Architects, P.C./Business Environments • General Contractor, Barr Construction Co., Inc.

Community Physicians, Inc. is an organization whose primary objective is to provide emergency room staffing and management for hospitals on a regional scale.

The home office has been located in a one-story building which was inadequate in terms of projected needs. Expansion of the existing facility did not prove to be economically or physically feasible. Consequently, the company decided to embark on an expansion program of a new building in a more accessible location.

The new building site is located in Expressway Business Park, an office park located adjacent to the Norfolk-Virginia Beach Expressway between two major interchanges. The volatile growth posture of the company dictated that the physical facility housing the staff be flexible, not only functionally, but also in actual square footage. Hence, the project was designed with future growth areas provided. These areas will be presently utilized as leased space. As company growth requires, additional space will be available to the owners by phasing out tenants on the ground floor. Zoning requirements for off-street parking were exceeded in order to enhance the facility's ability to handle unpredictable parking requirements.

J. Fletcher Barnes, president, Barnes and Folck Architects, P.C. is the project architect and designer.
Barr Construction Company, Inc. of Virginia Beach was general contractor and handled concrete work, handrails, carpentry, millwork, and caulking.

SUBCONTRACTORS & SUPPLIERS

Also, Mid-Atlantic Glass Corp., Virginia Beach, glass, glazing contractor, windows & storefront; Door Engineering Corp., Norfolk, metal doors & frames & hardware supplier; Seaboard Building Supply Co., Virginia Beach, wood doors; Grover L. White, Inc., Norfolk, ceramic tile & resilient tile; Business Environments, Virginia Beach, carpet; E. Caligari and Son, Inc., Norfolk, painting contractor & wall covering; Pittsburgh Paints, Pittsburgh, PA, paint manufacturer; Webster Elevator Co., Inc., Chesapeake, elevator; Byler Plumbing Co., Virginia Beach, plumbing contractor; Aircon Ltd., Chesapeake, heating/ventilating/air conditioning contractor; Branham Electric Corp., Chesapeake, electrical contractor.
Clinch Valley College Chapel
Smithey & Boynton — Architects/Engineers

Location: Wise

Project Architect/Designer, Interior Design, Site Engineer/Surveyor, Structural/Mechanical/Electrical Engineer, Smithey & Boynton • General Contractor, Days Construction Co., Inc. • Photography, Smithey & Boynton.
The Chapel of All Faiths, recently dedicated at Clinch Valley College, represents the culmination of a decade of preparatory planning for a center for religious activity for the campus. Located adjacent to the new Student Union near the toe of the bluff containing the campus' academic buildings, the Chapel forms a vital link between that portion of the campus and the lower plain, upon which student-related activities, such as housing and recreation, are concentrated. Although conceived as a center of worship for all religions, the chapel nevertheless has strong ties to The Student Union for which it serves, in some aspects, as that building's logical extension. Some of these uses are:

1. small banquets
2. movies
3. special lectures
4. dancing
5. exhibits

The College sought a building which imaginatively addressed this duality of purpose (religious and non-religious) all within an extremely limited budget. The requirements further stipulated that the means through which these changes in mood be accomplished must be through the simplest devices possible, without reliance upon sophisticated electronic gear or any type of complicated “scene-shifting” involving the maintenance forces.

In searching for a solution to the problem, two approaches were examined. One was concern for the shape of the space; the other, the provision of a modest means for conversion from temporal to sacred use and vice-versa.

1. An axial scheme was avoided because of its formal, liturgical association; the resulting non-directional shape of the main room permits a variety of informal seating/table arrangements.
2. For religious usages, a “barn-door” sliding panel was devised to uncover an alcove which contains an altar and other ecclesiastical trappings. This alcove is further accented by spotlighting and the use of strong color. A small portable platform and lectern is moved into place in front of the altar to complete the chancel arrangement. A reversal of this process converts the space back into a secular mode by simply sliding the “barn-door” back over the altar alcove. The platform/lectern may be left in place, moved to any other position in the room, or removed altogether, depending upon the event.

The large room is supported by a laminated wood beam and deck system, set on brick piers. Peripheral subordinate areas are supported by light wood trusses with suspended ceilings. The large room is flooded with natural light; glass panels at eye level comprise the south wall, additional light is gained through a continuous clerestory on the upper north wall. All roofing material is terne metal, recalling similar roofs on adjacent buildings.

Days Construction Company of Salem was general contractor and handled masonry work for this project.

SUBCONTRACTORS & SUPPLIERS
H&H Contractors, Clintwood, site work excavation & grading; Valley Steel Corp., Salem, concrete reinforcing; Holston Steel Structures, Inc., Bristol, TN, metals suppliers; Unadilla Laminated Products, New York, laminated wood; City Lumber Co., Nashville, TN, millwork; Bonitz All-Weather Crete Co., Greensboro, NC, insulated concrete roof deck; Valley Roofing Corp., Roanoke, roofing; Roanoke Engineering Sales Co., Inc., Richmond, metal doors & frames, metal windows & miscellaneous specialties; and Lee’s Lines, Ltd., Roanoke, rolling door.

Also, Central Glass Co. of Virginia, Inc., Bristol, glass & glazing; Tom Jones Hardware Co., Inc., Richmond, hardware; Acoustical Services, Inc., Salem, lath & plaster, resilient flooring, acoustical treatment & gypsum drywall; David Allen Co., Inc., Raleigh, NC, ceramic tile; C & B Painting & Decorating Co., Pound, painting; Rosenbaum of Roanoke, Inc., Roanoke, louvers; Swartz & Co., Inc., Roanoke, food service equipment; Dover Elevator Co., Greensboro, NC, elevator; Daniels Plumbing & Heating, Inc., Norton, mechanical; and Kingsport Armature & Electric Co., Inc., Kingsport, TN, electrical.
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Paragon Corporation
Electrical Contractor
Va. St. Reg. #12000-400
Phone (703) 280-4100
7417 McWhorter Place, Annandale, Va. 22003

Lone Star Cement, Inc.
Telephone 732-6112
Petersburg, Virginia

Williams Fire Sprinkler Co., Inc.
Commercial - Industrial
Sales - Design - Installation - Repairs
Phone 919-792-8196
Highway 125 N. Williamston, P. O. Box 1032, Williamston, N.C. 27892

Martin Bros. Contractors, Inc.
General Contractors
2213 Patterson Ave., S.W.
ROANOKE, VIRGINIA

HARRY B. ARNOLD, President
Commercial Plastering & Drywall, Inc.
Commercial — Industrial
DRYWIT Contractor
Phone 804-262-8003
7516 Edgewood Ave., Richmond, Va. 23227

P & W Electric Co., Inc.
Electrical Contractors — Commercial/Industrial
Phone 804-245-2922
549 Greenlawn Ave., Hampton, Va.

ARLINGTON IRON WORKS, INC.
"SINCE SERVICE COUNTS—COUNT ON US"
BAR JOISTS
BEAMS
ANGLES
CHANNELS
LONG SPANS
STEEL STAIRWAYS
WELDING SERVICE
COMPLETE ERECTION
FABRICATORS OF STRUCTURAL STEEL FOR EVERY BUILDING PURPOSE
9127 Euclid Avenue
P.O. Box 391
MANASSAS, VA.
Phone 703-631-9400

J. B. WINE & SON, INC.
GENERAL CONTRACTORS
P. O. Box 2645
STAUNTON, VIRGINIA

Lee's Lines, Ltd.
MANUFACTURERS' REPRESENTATIVES
P.O. BOX 8566
ROANOKE, VA 24014
PHONE (703) 342-3052

R-wall™
Exterior Insulation and Finish System
LEE HOLTEN
PRESIDENT

BROTHERS THREE OF VA., INC.
STATE REG. NO. 14610
Specializing in Custom-Built LOG HOMES
Use Logs For Residential
Call to See Our Model Homes
All Types of Residential—Commercial Bldgs.
Call 639-5034
IF NO ANSWER CALL 382-7608
P. O. Box 1063, Radford, VA 24141

SNEED'S NURSERY & GARDEN CENTER
LANDSCAPE DESIGNERS & CONTRACTORS
320-7798
8756 W. HUGUENOT ROAD
RICHMOND, VA.
MasterCard & VISA Welcome
We are proud of our participation in the Buford Fire Station project featured in this issue.
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The new Deming Hall Fine Arts Center at Mary Baldwin College was completed in October 1983. This adaptive reuse project had been known as Memorial Hall and formed a part of the old Staunton Military Academy which was acquired by Mary Baldwin College.

The exterior of the building remains basically unchanged; a stair addition, landscaping and painting aid in producing a tie-in with the look of the Mary Baldwin campus. The 20,000 square feet of interior space underwent a complete architectural, mechanical and electrical retrofit with but little structural change. Existing floor levels have been utilized to house the arts: music, visual art and theater.

The top level, formerly a small basketball gym, was converted into a visual art studio with movable storage cubicles to accommodate a flexible subdivision into art instructional areas. A loft addition provides faculty offices overlooking the art studio. The existing main level was converted to music practice rooms, choir room, classrooms, music faculty and audio visual lecture with the corridor serving as an art gallery. The lower level that previously housed the old military school canteen made for an ideal theater in-the-round plus wardrobe, scene shop and related ancillary facilities. The theater seats 150 persons and is adjustable for all types of theatrical productions. The sub-basement, originally a cellar with exposed earth walls, is now the print-making department complete with dark room. The existing front stair was retained and now serves as main entrance, stairway and vertical art gallery.

J.B. Wine & Son, Inc. of Staunton, was general contractor and handled excavating & foundations.

SUBCONTRACTORS & SUPPLIERS
Fred Duis, Bedford, landscaping materials; R.L. Spiggle Plastering Contractor, Verona, masonry contractor; Frank Kerby & Sons, Inc., Waynesboro, roofing; Commercial Caulking Co., Richmond, caulking; Staunton Glass & Mirror Co., Inc., Staunton, storefront; Kenneth D. Wilson Drywall, Stuarts Draft, plaster contractor; A D Applicators, Timberville, acoustical treatment; Manson & Utley, Inc., Charlottesville, resilient tile; Danny L. Wilson Painting Contractor, Staunton, painting contractor; Schalow Manufacturing Co., Inc., Powhatan, specialties; Strand Century, Richmond, equipment; R.W. Cash Mechanical Contractors, Inc., Staunton, plumbing fixture supplier, plumbing/heating/ventilating contractor; David C. Earman, Staunton, electrical contractor.
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Department of State Police
Carl M. Lindner, Jr. Associates, Architects-Planners Ltd.

Seventh Division Headquarters • Location: Fairfax County

Project Architect, Melvin S. Perrot • Site Engineer/Surveyor, Lewis & Owens, Inc. • Structural Engineer, William D. Gourley • Mechanical/Electrical Engineer, CEK, Inc. • Geotechnical Engineer, Froehling & Robertson, Inc. • General Contractor, Baron Builders, Inc. • Photography, James M. McCalla.

PROJECT INCENTIVE
The Seventh Division Headquarters, Department of State Police, has been operating out of a headquarters building constructed in 1951, which is located in Alexandria. The old building contains less than 3,000 sq. ft. of floor space and was occupied on a daily basis by five uniformed police officers and 21 civilians. Each of the office spaces was used for several functions, in addition to the one for which it was intended. The existing building had no storage space and was not accessible to the handicapped and the helicopter landing pad occupied space which could be used for other purposes.

Personnel assigned to Area Office: 63 employees occupied rental space at another location in Alexandria and the Bureau of Criminal Investigation was headquartered in rental space in Fairfax County.

THE SOLUTION
The new Seventh Division Headquarters facility for the Department of State Police replaces the 32 year old facility. The new facility, located on Braddock Road in Fairfax, started its operation in November of 1983. The new building contains approximately 20,000 sq. ft. of office and floor space to accommodate the functions of the Seventh Division Administrative Offices and Office and Support Facilities for Area 9, the Safety Division, and the Bureau of Criminal Investigation. It will be the headquarters for 132 uniformed State Police and 27 civilian employees.

The exterior of the building is constructed basically of masonry and cast stone to give a feeling of permanence, as well as minimizing maintenance for the owner. The unencumbering lines of the exterior harmonize with the surrounding residential community and the adjacent State Mental Facility.

A heavily wooded site sets the scene for the natural landscaping and site improvements. Treated wood curbs and planted islands soften the environmental impact and separate the various parking areas. An undisturbed natural berm extends along the northern property line, shielding the building from the heavily traveled Braddock Road by serving as a sound barrier for the new facility.

Parking has been provided for all employees and visitors, with designated handicapped parking spaces adjacent to curb cuts and the main entrance lobby. A helicopter landing pad has been placed in such a way as to alleviate interference with any of the other functions of the Division Headquarters project.
The slender 300 ft. guyed communications tower located among the large oak trees at the west side of the property stands virtually unnoticed by most visitors to the site or passersby. The communications tower is part of a 24 hour operation on the radio communications system, which is one of the primary functions of the facility, and which offers direct communication to the field operations of uniformed personnel, as well as other law enforcement agencies and fire and rescue services. Other features within the building include a holding cell and polygraph testing capabilities. The holding cell is similar in design to that of a medium security institution and provides for secure short-term retention. A polygraph testing room is designed with acoustics, as the most important design criteria. Carpet, vinyl wall covering over acoustical walls, and acoustic ceiling eliminate noises and distractions during testing. Similar construction is used in the observation room adjacent to the testing room.

Approximately 2,000 sq. ft. of storage space has been provided, with access by an overhead door and leading dock at ground level. The mechanical system in the storage area is designed for future expansion of the heating and cooling system for additional office space, if required. The new building is directly accessible to pedestrians, including the handicapped, at the basement and first floor levels. All interior spaces of the building are also accessible to the handicapped by way of an elevator which serves all levels of the building.

Baron Builders, Inc. of Silver Spring, Maryland was general contractor.

SUBCONTRACTORS & SUPPLIERS


Good’s Transfer Company, Inc.
FAST, DEPENDABLE REFRIGERATOR SERVICE
Dial 434-3848
Harrisonburg, Virginia

Seaboard Foundations, Inc.
Drilling & Foundation Construction
8576 DORSEY RUN RD.
JESSUP, MARYLAND 20794
Va. St. Reg. #8624

Anderson and Cramer, Inc.
Mechanical Contractors
St. Reg. #2505
Phone (703) 471-0860
11109 Sunset Hills Rd.
RESTON, VIRGINIA 22090

J. F. Robertson Plumbing & Heating, Inc.
Professionals in Commercial Plumbing and Heating Work
Always Quality Workmanship at Competitive Prices
7905 Laurel Spring Road
Prince George, Virginia 23875

Commercial 804-732-5555

INSTITUTIONAL
Where's the Fire?

Alert your crew and start the engines! There's a really big one smouldering in the Shenandoah Valley, where plans are underway for a hot time in Winchester during the 57th Shenandoah Apple Blossom Festival! The town will be aglow with the exciting and colorful four-day celebration May 3 thru 6, 1984.

Firefighters' activities will begin with the Firefighters' Reception on Thursday, May 3, at 7:30 p.m. Friday will be a full day for the firefighters beginning with the Field Muster and Competition at 10:00 a.m., followed by the Out of Town Honorary Fire Chief Beauty Contest at 12:00 noon. Any fire company participating in the parade is invited to enter a young lady from their community to represent them in this contest. Finishing up the day's activities will be the "World's Largest Firefighters' Parade." This year the parade, led by this year's Firefighters' Marshal, country star Leroy Van Dyke, will step off at 6:00 p.m., with pre-judging of the fire apparatus starting promptly at 1:30 p.m.

The "World's Most Famous Springtime Extravaganza" will also include a Grand Feature Parade; three highly acclaimed band competitions; a traditional coronation of Queen Shenandoah; daily performances of the Clyde Beatty-Cole Bros. Circus; a popular Sports Breakfast; a variety of luncheons, dinners, parties and dances attended by a host of celebrity guests; and a fun-filled Sunday in the Park with arts and crafts shows, an apple crate derby, a Civil War Sham Battle, musical entertainment and much, much more!

Come, help put out the fire and celebrate the bloom!

Fredericksburg Events

MAY
13 For Mother's Day, a reenactment of George Washington's farewell to his mother at her last home, the Mary Washington House. Several performances throughout the day. Admission charge includes tour of home.

12 Market Square Fair, free, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. in the town's cobblestone Market Square. A traditional town fair dating to 1738, when George Washington spent his youth here. Crafts, music, flowers, children's games and prizes, homemade barbecue.

26 Music in Market Square, free. The first in a series of afternoon concerts in the town's old fashioned Market Square, with music varying each month from military marches to jazz and blues.

28 Memorial Day Ceremonies, free. Parade at 10 a.m. by Sons of Confederate Veterans, wreath-laying ceremony and placements of flags at the Confederate Cemetery by the Ladies Memorial Association of Fredericksburg. Speakers and band at National Cemetery at 11 a.m.

JUNE
1 and 2 12th Annual Fredericksburg Art Festival, free. An outdoor show of the works of professional and amateur artists. Nationally known judges, cash prizes, and purchase awards. 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. Friday, 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Saturday. At the Park and Shop Shopping Center.

2 and 3 The Great Rappahannock River White Water Canoe Race. A 4.5 mile canoe race which includes flat water, white water, and a portage. 8 a.m. registration at Old Mill Park, $5 per paddler.

20-24 and 27-30 "Carousel." Fredericksburg Theatre Company drama production at Klein Theatre of Mary Washington College. 8 o'clock show nightly except 2 p.m. Sunday matinee. Admission fee. 371-7488.

23 Eat Your Art Out. A novel presentation of edible art for prizes, then a sale of the works for consumption. 12-3 p.m. at the Fredericksburg Center for the Creative Arts 373-5646.

23 Music in Market Square, free. The second in a series of outdoor concerts.
Roanoke’s ‘Center in the Square’ Opens

Amid balloons, streamers and excited crowds, Roanoke’s new “Center in the Square” was formally opened December 9 in the city’s Market area. Billed as a center for all of Western Virginia, it is indeed impressive.

Are you an Art lover? Is History your interest—or Theater—or Astronomy and Science? Then by all means, visit Center in the Square. Here are housed the Roanoke Museum of Fine Arts, the Roanoke Valley Historical Society, Mill Mountain Theater, and the Roanoke Valley Science Museum and Hopkins Planetarium. A plant bedecked atrium, spiral staircase, shops and other support facilities, round out a glimpse of what visitors were treated to in December.

The opening ceremonies were well attended. The unusual ribbon cutting saw representatives from 41 Virginia communities—from Albemarle County to Waynesboro—picking up blue streamers (artfully arranged on a wooden frame), symbolizing the center’s ties to the people of all of Western Virginia. Governor Robb, who was to have participated in the ribbon-cutting, was delayed en route, but was ably represented by Virginia’s First Lady, Lynda Bird Robb. The governor did arrive in time to tour the facility with his wife after the ceremonies.

Mayor Noel C. Taylor gave the invocation. Edwin K. Mattern of Hayes, Seay, Mattern & Mattern and Warner N. Dalhouse, Center in the Square Chairman, two of the key figures in making the Center a reality, also delivered brief remarks. Singers Jane Powell and William DuPre performed; Lisa Aliff, Miss Virginia, welcomed the crowd; bands played; balloons floated; crowds cheered and the long-awaited Center was at last a reality. After the formal ceremonies, it was estimated that at least 25,000 people toured the Center that first day.

Mrs. Robb expressed the feelings of all concerned when she said the Center will make a major contribution to the cultural life of Western Virginia. “It represents a marriage of sorts,” she said, “a marriage of the city and the surrounding communities, of private enterprise and government, and of the arts and sciences.”

Well said, Mrs. Robb! Well done, Roanoke!
FOR THE RECORD

Engineering Firm Announces Promotions

Joe D. Glenn and Associates, Inc., Consulting Engineers has announced the following promotions:

- Mr. Jan Eversen, P.E., Vice President
- Mr. Edward F. Callahan, Jr., P.E., Senior Associate
- Mr. Dale A. Campbell, P.E., Senior Associate
- Mr. Richard E. Garriott, P.E., Senior Associate
- Mr. George O. Sadler, P.E., Senior Associate

The firm is located at the Koger Executive Center in Norfolk.

Rickover Honored By ACEC

Admiral Hyman G. Rickover, U.S. Navy, retired, was honored in October 1983 by the American Consulting Engineers Council (ACEC) at the Council’s board of directors meeting in Williamsburg. Rickover, the highly acclaimed father of the U.S. nuclear Navy, received ACEC’s 1983 Award of Merit from Council President Shelby K. Willis of Bucher, Willis & Ratliff, Salina, Kansas.

The Award of Merit is presented annually by the Fellows of ACEC to recognize an outstanding leader or educator in engineering or natural science. ACEC, headquartered in Washington, D.C., is a federation of 51 state and regional councils representing 4,000 consulting engineering firms nationwide and was founded in 1956. The Fellows are ACEC members who have contributed to the advancement of consulting engineering in leadership, design, science, literature, education, or service to the profession. Elected by their peers, there are currently 287 Fellows of ACEC.

John C. Say Joins The CEGG Partnership

Mr. John C. Say has joined THE CEGG PARTNERSHIP as Manager of the Mechanical Department. The firm is a multi-disciplined Architectural/Engineering firm located in Virginia Beach.

Mr. John C. Say is a registered Engineer in Virginia and California and formerly worked with the firms of Hayes, Seay, Mattern and Mattern, and Vansant and Gusler, Inc.

Mr. Say holds a Bachelor of Science and Mechanical Engineering from California State University and is currently a MBA candidate at the College of William and Mary.

His professional affiliations include the American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Instrumentation Society of America and American Society of Heating, Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Engineers.

L. E. BALLANCE ELECTRICAL SERVICE, INC.

Phone (804) 424-5300

825 A Greenbrier Circle
Chesapeake, Va. 23320

Piland Construction Company, Inc.

Complete Building Service

Phone 874-0323 or 599-5302
In ceremonies held Saturday night, January 21, at The Homestead, Hot Springs, O. M. Tomlinson, Chairman of the Board of O. M. Tomlinson, Inc., Roanoke, was installed as President of the Associated General Contractors of Virginia.

Tomlinson has served on the Board of Directors of AGC/Va. since 1976 and as an officer since 1982. The organization is made up of nearly 700 general contracting firms and allied sub-contractors, materials suppliers, law firms, and other organizations related to the contracting industry.

Tomlinson is active in Roanoke in Kiwanis, the Masonic Lodge and as a Deacon in the Rosalind Hills Baptist Church.

Other officers installed were:

- 1st Vice President—Lester L. Hudgins, Jr., Hudgins Construction Co., Inc., Newport News
- 2nd Vice President—Robert E. Kersey, Commercial Builders Inc., Norfolk
- Secretary—S. A. Modisett, Conquest, Monroe & Dunn, Inc., Richmond
- Treasurer—Aubrey S. Bass, Jr., Bass Construction Co., Inc., Richmond

The Associated General Contractors of Virginia’s Annual Convention January 18-22 attracted a near-record 470-plus to The Homestead. The temperature outside reached 10 below, but the enthusiasm, warmth and appealing program features inside kept anyone from noticing.

Response to the business programs was outstanding. Nationally-known experts on construction marketing, Ray G. Simms (Perini Corporation, Framingham, MA) and Warren Friedman (Tecton Media, Inc., New York, NY), provided valuable ideas for construction-related firms. They were generous in answering questions and consulting with individual members following the presentations. John Lina, of Newport News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Co., Newport News, shared valuable tips on management issues involved in computer choices.

The major award given at the AGC of Virginia Awards Luncheon was an Appreciation Certificate presented to Aubrey Bass, Jr., (Bass Construction Co., Richmond). Bass has served the AGC of Virginia as Treasurer for 10 years, a feat of courage and perseverance, according to Charlie Lambert, who made the presentation. Fortunately for the Association, Lambert stated, Aubrey Bass continues as AGC’s Treasurer. Lambert promised a gold frame on his 20 year certificate.

Jane Brody, nutrition author and a columnist for The New York Times, kept the full attention of an audience of men and women, as she described in detail how to eat for good health and love it.

Two special programs for women included Judith Keith’s enjoyable exposition, “I Haven’t a Thing to Wear.” She demonstrated how to make a few essentials into a versatile wardrobe with flair, while making the best of your less-than-perfect features. Danny Arje, talented Creative Director, Home Fashions for Dan River, Inc. told of new developments and trends in home decoration and fashion. He showed slides from his versatile career in design and visual merchandising.

“Tlie Madisonians,” talented young singers and dancers from James Madison University, gave an enthusiastic and up-beat program Friday evening which was followed by dancing. Saturday night, following the Annual Banquet and installation of officers, Brenda Byers entertained, working with the audience, and playing her guitar and banjo.

The convention theme was “It All Adds Up.” The result seemed even greater than the sum of its parts.
**Virginia Education in the News**

*Excerpts from 'STATE-ED'*

**DR. FRAVEL NAMED PRESIDENT-ELECT OF NASBE**

Dr. Mark Fravel, Jr., of Chesapeake, a professor at Old Dominion University and member of the Virginia Board of Education, has been named president-elect of the National Association of State Boards of Education (NASBE).

He was elected at the twenty-fifth anniversary meeting of NASBE, held October 12-17 in New Orleans, La. He is former vice-president of the association and has served for three years on its Resolutions Committee.

**DR. PATTON TO RECEIVE AWARD**

Dr. James M. Patton, director of the Division of Teacher Certification for the Department of Education, has been chosen as one of the Distinguished Alumni of Kentucky State University and will be honored March 31 at a conference of the National Association for Equal Opportunity in Higher Education (NAFEO).

Dr. Patton will be one of approximately 300 graduates of historically black institutions who will be recognized at the association’s Ninth National Conference on Blacks in Higher Education, scheduled for March 29–April 1 in Washington, D.C.

NAFEO is a nonprofit organization which represents 114 predominantly black colleges and universities in 21 states, the District of Columbia, and the Virgin Islands.

**PLEACHER NAMED TEACHER OF THE YEAR FOR 1984**

An Arlington County mathematics instructor who voluntarily surrendered the authority and compensation of a school system supervisory position to return to the classroom has been chosen as Virginia’s Teacher of the Year for 1984.

He is John K. Pleacher, a 34-year veteran of public education who believes the classroom "is where the action is."

Mr. Pleacher, 58, was selected by a special judging committee of the Virginia Department of
Education to represent the state in the national Teacher of the Year competition scheduled for early 1984 in Washington, D.C.

Mr. Pleacher was one of 21 teachers in Virginia nominated by school divisions to receive the award, which was initiated in Virginia in 1964. There have been 19 persons honored with the teacher award since 1964—there was no competition in 1966 and 1969—and Mr. Pleacher is only the fourth male to be selected.

Second- and third-place winners in the Teacher of the Year competition are Linda E. Van Durand, who is employed in Virginia Beach, and A. Faye Rollings, a teacher in Henrico County.

PAGE RECEIVES SOCIAL STUDIES AWARD
James C. Page, social studies supervisor in the Radford office of the Department of Education, is the recipient of the 1983 Friend to Social Studies Award given by the Virginia Council of Social Studies. The award was presented in appreciation of Mr. Page's service and dedication to the social studies program in Virginia's public schools. Mr. Page has been associated with the Social Studies Service since 1968.

DR. BRASHEARS NAMED TO SPECIAL EDUCATION POSITION
Dr. James Brashears joined the Department of Education on November 1 as supervisor, Region V, in the Division of Special Education Administration and Finance. He succeeds Mrs. Kathleen Kerry who retired.

Dr. Brashears received an M.Ed. in special education supervision and an Ed.D. in program evaluation with a minor in special education from the University of Virginia. He was employed for six years as a teacher of the mentally retarded and as a supervisor of programs for the mentally retarded in Greene County. Prior to joining the Department of Education, he was director of Child Find and Program Evaluation for the Pennsylvania Department of Education.
Fort Ward Museum, Alexandria
Selected as Workshop Site

Fort Ward Museum in Alexandria has been selected as a workshop location by the Office of Museum Programs of the Smithsonian Institution and the Virginia Association of Museums. A session on the development and management of docents and volunteers will be held at the Alexandria museum May 22 and 23. It is one in a series of on-site workshops held by the sponsoring organizations to introduce, examine and improve the skills and practices of persons employed or volunteering in museums. Other sessions will be held in Williamsburg and Fredericksburg.

For registration information, contact the Smithsonian at (202) 357-3101. The fee is $75 per person per workshop. Registration is limited to museum employees or docents with special permission and for the Fort Ward session must be received by April 22.

Fort Ward Museum, a national and state historic landmark, is named for James Harmon Ward, the first Union Naval officer killed in battle during the Civil War. It was constructed to protect Washington and, when built in the 1860s, was considered a model fortification. It offers continuing exhibits, museum education programs, and living history and re-enactments throughout the year. Fort Ward, located at 4301 W. Braddock Road, is owned and operated by the City of Alexandria.

For more information on Fort Ward, call (703) 838-4848.

Two Brochures Available
From Lake Shore Markers

Lake Shore Markers, manufacturers of cast aluminum signs and plaques for nearly 40 years, is now offering a four-page brochure on Wood Signs and Related Wood Sign Products. Also available, for the asking, is their four-page brochure on Graphics.

Contact: Lake Shore Markers, Div. of Lake Shore Industries, Inc., 1817 Poplar Street, Box 59, Erie, PA 16512-0059. Phone (814) 456-4277 (in Pennsylvania) or (800) 458-0463 (outside Pennsylvania).
Weatherford to Represent Commercial Department For Pella Virginia, Inc.

Robert A. Weatherford has been named commercial sales manager for the window and door distributorship of Pella Virginia, Inc. He had served the Richmond commercial and residential markets since 1978. He will represent Pella Virginia's Commercial department in the Richmond and Tidewater areas.

Of the over 500 Pella representatives nationwide, Weatherford is one of only four persons named to the Rolscreen Company's Presidential Club for outstanding sales for two years in a row. Rolscreen Company is the national manufacturer of Pella windows, doors, sunrooms and skylights. He qualified for the elite club by selling over 5000 Pella products in a 12-month period. Weatherford currently serves on the board of the Richmond chapter of The Construction Specifications Institute.

General Contractor Wins Tree Conservation Award

Scott-Long Construction, Inc., along with its sister company, The Henry A. Long Company, has been selected by the Fairfax County Tree Commission for the 1983 Conservation Award for Outstanding Commitment to Tree Preservation.

Bruce Scott, President of Scott-Long Construction said, "It is especially appropriate that the Fairfax County Tree Commission made a special point of citing William Wright, the project supervisor, when they gave this award, because when it comes down to it, it is the project supervisor who saves the trees, because regardless of the directions, it's up to him to protect them."

The award was given for Westwood Building #9, a three story, 29,000 sq. ft. headquarters building occupied by Control Video Corporation. CFC is located at Westwood, the Corporate Center at Tysons Corner, a million square foot mixed use commercial park on 37 acres consisting of office, hotel and retail space. Developed by The Henry A. Long Company, it is located at Leesburg Pike (Route 7) near the Dulles Access Road.

Firm Expands, Adds New Personnel

Thanks to on-going expansion, Scott-Long Construction, Inc. has added a communications person and a construction engineer to its staff.

Nancy Fisher Stein joins the company as Director of Marketing Services. She will be responsible for all marketing support activities for the company. This will include both public relations and advertising.

Fisher Stein's experience includes four years as president of her own public relations firm, Fisher Stein Associates, a Washington based company which served many of the area's leading real estate businesses. She was brought to Washington in 1978 as Public Affairs Officer for National Public Radio (NPR).
Hudgins Construction Receives INRYCO Award

Errol Cutter, southeastern regional manager for INRYCO Building Systems, awarded Lester L. Hudgins, President, Hudgins Construction Co., Inc. the Special Area Award for 1983 at a recent INRYCO Building Systems builders conference.

INRYCO, headquartered in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, sells pre-engineered building systems and is a division of Inland Steel Co. Hudgins Construction Co., Inc., a Newport News-based commercial construction firm, was the recipient of the award because of its "innovative and creative use of INRYCO building products," stated Cutter.

Ward M. Holmes
Joins SRI Staff

The management of SR International, General Contractor has announced the appointment of Ward M. (Woody) Holmes to Surveyor-Assistant Project Superintendent with SRI's Virginia Beach Headquarters.

Mr. Holmes is a Registered Land Surveyor in the State of Virginia, a past student of engineering and surveying curriculums of Old Dominion University and a former Survey Party Chief for Langley McDonald Engineers, Planners and Surveyors where he worked for 13.5 years on projects such as the Portsmouth Marine Terminal, Virginia Beach Airport Industrial Park, Busch Gardens, Kings Mill on the James, and military and educational projects throughout the Tidewater area.

SR International has assigned Mr. Holmes to their World Trade Center Parking Garage project now under construction.
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